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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The number of Japanese overseas travelers has shown dramatic increase over the
last decade and expected to increase further beyond year 2000. Though the
number of them visiting Australia has showed considerable growth, the
percentage of them visiting Northern Territory is more or less stable over the
years.
Tourism motivations are in integral part of the tourist experience. What are the
push and pull factors underpin these motivations. How does these factors
influence the psyche of the tourist. Is it the desire (push) or the attraction of a
destination (pull). Why does people travel (apart from business purposes). Is
there any influence of a person's attitude or perceptions that stimulates the
motivate to travel. It is an ongoing intrigue, despite many theories and research
findings support the concept of "leisure and relaxation

".

Yet, none were able to

prove or conclusively state these factors. Chapter 5 looks at some of the theories
and research findings.
This research objective and the two overriding theme is to find the perceptions
and attitudes of the Japanese visitors to Australia and the relevance to Northern
Territory. To search for possible reasons for skipping Northern Territory. Chapter
6 provides the basis for the Japanese perceptions, attitudes and motivations
venturing into their domestic tourism. The cultural back grounds and the traditions
play a very vital role in their everyday life. This is the base on which the Japanese
tourist psyche dwells representing their collective nature & traditions which is
examined in Chapter 7. Their perceptions and attitudes are absolutely relevant to
Northern Territory similar to that of Australia. These are examined in Chapter 8.
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The probing question if this is the case why is that very few Japanese visit
-

,

Northern Territory. The reasons very. But from this research it is obvious time is
the crucial factor in addition to the geographical location and most importantly the
wholesalers dictate terms and preplan the schedule for most Japanese tourists.
However there is a clear trend from the different groups, the emergence of new
segments within the holiday groups, one has to take notice of. The younger
generation are changing the trend and so are the females in their ripe age group.
These are the groups who are inclined to break the traditional shackles and
attitudes and explore the world on their own. The new breed of travelers- FITs,
the Ols and the repeaters are the emerging segments to watch out.
Current marketing strategies of NTTC are in line with the changing trends both in
the segments and the traditional perceptions & attitudes of the Japanese visitors
which are examined in chapter 9. However it needs to be refined in tune with the
emerging trends and to be focused on the growing segments exclusively in the
short term in order to develop and benefit in the long term.
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INTRODUCTION

"Tourism is the Northern Territory's second largest industry in terms of financial
contribution to the local economy. That contribution is between $600-700 million
per year. It is the best industry in terms ofjob creation and one employed person
in eight in the Territory owes that job directly or indirectly to tourism. Last year
for the first time the number of visitors to the Territory topped one million.
Overall visitors show steady and reliable growth averaging out to 6.2 per cent per
annum growth rate every year since 1985. International visitors have grown from
53000 in 1984/85 to 238000 in 1994/95"

l

The Corporate plan 1993-98 of NT Tourist Commission believes the next five
years, probably would-be the most important in the development of tourism
industry in the Territory The five year Corporate plan is supported by a three
.

year marketing plan and five year tourism development Master Plan. However
the main concern for the NT Tourist Commission is the minimal number of
overseas visitors especially Asian visitors and specifically the Japanese tourists
visiting the Territory. It appears from the data already collected and referred a
,

majority of them visit places down south in Australia and skip Northern Territory.
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OBJECTIVE

The objective of this dissertation is to investigate and focus to:

1.

Identjfy the attitudes or the perceptions of the Japanese tourists

Hon Barry Coulter.(1996) Message from the tourism minister, NT Travel Mag April 1996,
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relevant to Northern Territory.

2.

Evaluate present strategies to target and attract the Japanese
tourists and suggest future marketing strategies

3

METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of this investigation and analysis primary data collection through
various sampling methods is deferred for the time being. It is suggested a detailed
survey to be under taken at all the major air ports of the other states. By
interviewing the departing Japanese tourists and the sample data collected might
facilitate NTTC to develop an effective marketing & advertising strategy to attract
more number of Japanese tourists to the Territory.This investigation is based on
the secondary data available and published by various organizations in the Travel
& tourism field i.e. Overseas visitor statistics compiled by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics, Bureau of Tourism Research (BTR), NT Tourist Commission,
Various Associations at local & state levels and Literary Survey. Market research
or any survey is not attempted in Northern Territory for obvious reasons i.e.
(1) Small number of Japanese tourists visiting Northern Territory.(2) The main
objective is to identify the perceptions or attitudes that are relevant to NT and why
most of them are skipping NT. However it is recommended in the
recommendations to conduct a comprehensive research survey of the visitors at
Cairns Airport.
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BACKGROUND

Tourism is one of the Northern Territory's most important industries. It
contributes 3.9% to the Territory's GDP, employs over 10,000 persons directly
and accounts for A$ 487 million direct tourism expenditure2. International
tourism to the Territory has historically experienced strong growth. Projection for
the next five years are conservatively assessed at 10%. The present study is related
to the Japanese visitors to the Northern Territory. In 1995 the total number of
Japanese traveling abroad exceeded 15 million for the first time well above 1994's
13.8 million. A report by Japan Travel Bureau projected that 16.5 million will
travel overseas in 1996 and the number is tipped to rise in the years to come3.
Though the number of Japanese visiting Australia is increasing, a majority of
them skip Northern Territory which can be seen from the numbers chosen for
different years.
A jistralia

Northern Territory
0/
/0

Year:

Sept. Qtr

1973/74
1990
1994
1995

21 938
459616
687 000
214 000

912 4
18385 4
50 400 7
3 638 1.7

Source: BTR(lnternational visitor survey 1994, Occasional paper No. 9, 1975, Major Market
Report Japan 1990-1, ABS Tourism lndicators.8634.0 September Qtr 1995)

2

NTTC Corporate Plan 1993-94/1997-98
PATA Travel News, February 1996

no

From the data available it appears a major percentage of the Japanese visitors are
spending most of their time in New South Wales & Queensland. The predominant
image of Australia in the Japanese visitor's mind is that of congestion free country
with wide open spaces, unique wildlife & natural environment, tropical
vegetation, sunny climates, wonderful beaches and exciting water sports.
Although Northern Territory does not have all the above requisites, it does have
most of the images that the Japanese have in their mind for a holiday. The purpose
of this study is to understand & identify the perceptions and attitudes of the
Japanese visitors that is relevant to the Northern Territory and find some answers
or reasons for skipping the Northern Territory during their holiday in Australia..
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THE CONCEPT OF TOURISM &
THE PSYCHE OF THE TOURIST

Contemporary tourism is essentially a modern western phenomenon. Although
travel for trade, propagate religion, cultural, educational and entertainment can be
found through out human history. The crucial distinctive feature of tourism is that
it involves travel. It is an activity carried out at some distance from home. The
distance is of sociological as well as personal significance and it implies exposure
to the strangeness of an unaccustomed environment along with the experiences of
novelty and change for the tourism.
A brief history of humans reveals they have always traveled to distant places.
-

The early civilizations in the Middle East, Asia and the Mediterranean have left
records of their experiences. The voyages & travel taken by Greeks, Romans and
Chinese expanded for trade & conquest. In some of the civilizations there was a
tradition of travel to distant & unknown territories either for adventure and
pleasure or for exploration for trade, diplomacy, cultural exchanges.

7

Glenn F.Ross4 refers to" Graburn and Jafari (1991) make the point that the Age of
expansion and Exploration by Arabs (800 AD on) and Europeans such as Marco
Polo (1200 AD on) has left many accounts on travelers from the Edo period such
as the poet Bassho wrote memories which still serve as guides for today's tourists
in Japan. However until the fifteenth century most tourism was not for
sightseeing, but to encounter important people and civilizations and to visit sacred
places (Adler 1989). From the fifteenth century European expansion was
enhanced by cartographic and sailing technologies and the rise of the merchant
classes, while travel documents multiplied through the invention of printing press.
According to these documents the mid sixteenth century onwards Northern
Europeans traveled to spas in their own countries to centers of learning and to the
ruins of the great classical civilizations of southern Europe. At first confined to
the nobles and diplomats this circuit became common place. It became known as
the 'tour' by the mid 1 700s and soon the term tourist was coined to describe the
participants in such pleasurable, educational journeys. The records further show
that in the nineteenth century the industrial & social revolutions of imperialism,
evangelism and socialism brought vast social changes.
Thomas Cook an English Methodist reformer used steam trains to take the urban
poor to the countryside and expositions and rallies. Seeing the commercial
possibilities of mass tourism, he is credited for inaugurating the modern tourism
industry, travel agencies, reserved seats, booking hotels, accommodation,
classification, traveler's cheques, timetables and comprehensive tour guide books.

Glenn F.Ross (1994) The Psychology of Tourism, Australian studies in Tourism, Series No.1, Hospitality
press, Elstemwick Victoria 3 185 Australia

ro]

Mass tourism thus became an international enterprise, perhaps best described in
Mark Twain's (1869) parody Innocents Abroad.
The literature on tourism does not draw a clear distinction between tourism and
leisure. One of the significant attribute of tourism is based on the assumption that
the resultant experience is not available within the environment one lives in. The
principle factor of tourism seems to escape the origins of this environment and
the psychology of tourism offers the attractions of the destinations as an
underlying motivation for tourism.
The attractions of the destinations does not matter whether they are natural or
contrived as long as they provide the diversion one seeks away from one's own
environment. Some of the above concepts were argued by different authors to
define or draw clear distinction between tourism and leisure-" Sociological
approach to tourism ( Cohen 1972)Motivation to escape ( Pearce 1987, 1989),
theory of intervening opportunities ( Stouffer 1940).
The work of both Cohen and Pearce would seem to demonstrate that people travel
for pleasure and that their travel is a leisure recreation activity. This may be
regarded as the hallmark of travel by a tourist. Most of the characteristics used by
Cohen in his definition and in various other definitions are chosen as useful in
order to distinguish the tourist from other categories of traveler."5
Tourist experiences are sometimes regarded as quite unique or special. How does
tourism interface with the psychology of the tourist given the differences in
-

individuals and groups, the cross cultural or the mental process shaped out of
traditional backgrounds. Is the psyche of every tourist is unique or universal?

R.Butler & D.Pearce(ed.) (1995) Change in Tourism: People, places, processes, Routledge, London

Perhaps there may be some identified attributes or similarities in the behavior,
attitudes or choices. Most psychologists pay attention to the behavior and
experience of individuals and seek to describe it and if possible explain any
observed patterns in that behavior & experience.
What is it that motivates an individual to become a tourist. What are the major
factors that drive this motivation? The purpose of this research though is not on
the major motivational theories in the modern psychology, it is important to refer
to the factors that emerge out of these theories. As we are dealing with an
individual or a group- some of the theories have been suggested to have
considerable potential and influential for the understanding of the behavior and
motivation of the tourist. Their relevance to tourism and tourist is too important to
ignore.
Maslow's needs hierarchy is one of the best-known theories of motivation. It is
one of the important theories of motivation, when one considers the influence it
has in organizational & industrial psychology and is very commonly quoted by
almost every expert in this field. "Maslow suggested the human needs as
motivators from a hierarchy. He initially proposed a five level hierarchy
comprising physiological, safety, love, esteem and self-actualization needs and
later added to these two other sets of needs, the need to know and understand and
aesthetic needs:

Major elements of Maslow 's needs hierarchy
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Physiological needs

Hunger, thirst, sex, sleep, air etc.

Safety needs

Freedom from threat or danger; a secure

Orderly and predictable environment

Love needs

Feelings of belonging, affectionate relationships

friendship, group membership

Esteem needs

Self-respect, achievement self-confidence

reputation, recognition, prestige

Need for self-actualization

Self- fulfillment, realizing one's potential

"A number of general points may be made about Maslow's theory of motivation:(1)

The theory was originally developed in the context of clinical psychology
not as theory of tourism or work motivation. Maslow(1965) stated: My
work on motivations came from the clinic., from a study of neurotic
people. The carry over of this theory to the industrial situation has some
support from industrial studies, but I would certainly like to see a lot
more studies of this kind before feeling finally convinced that this carry
over from the study of neurosis to the study of labor in factories is
legitimate. This is now starting to occur within the psychology of tourism
field.
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In the second part of his 1943 article Maslow introduced some
reservations which modified the processes outlined earlier in his article.
He identified seven other ways of proceeding through the hierarchy apart
from simple step-by-step progression from the lowest level to the highest

He also stated that one did not have to satisfy the needs at one level fully
before moving on to the next and therefore people could partially satisfied
and partially dissatisfied at all levels in the hierarchy at the same time. Not
surprisingly these caveats are rarely quoted by commentators as they could
undermine some of the simplistic conclusions which non psychologists
occasionally draw using the schema.

Despite Maslow's (1965) claims his needs hierarchy received some
criticisms, Not withstanding such criticisms Maslow's theory has
received some support within the tourism research(e.g. Pearce
1982b &Ross l989)6

The travel and leisure literature is replete with articles explaining why people
travel. The implicit assumption in all these studies is that the individual will
choose the destination or type of holiday or vacation that will best satisfy his/her

6

Glenn F.Ross (1994) The Psychology of Tourism, Australian studies in Tourism, Series No.1, Hospitality
press, Elstemwick Victoria 3 185 Australia
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desires or needs. Taking a holiday or a vacation or traveling to a distant place is
not a spontaneous decision.
There will be many underlying factors that lead to this decision of travel. What are
these and why- is the logic that has led researchers to study the motivations for
travel.
In his article Stowe Shoemaker7 refers to various studies by researchers. "One of
the earliest published studies addressing the issue why people travel was written
by Lundberg (1971) from the review of various studies. Lundberg (1971)
developed a list of 18 motivations which were believed to influence travel. These
motivations ranged from the desire to engage in educational and cultural activities
to the desire to have a change of whether ( for instance to get away from the cold)
and participate in sports (e.g. to swim, ski or fish). These 18 motivations,
subdivided into four groups were.

WHAT MAKES PEOPLE TRAVEL

Educational and Cultural motives
To see how people in other cultures live, work and play.
To see particular sights
To gain a better understanding of what goes ion in the news
To attend special events

Stowe Shoemaker(1994) Segmenting the U>S Travel Market-According to benefits realized, Journal of
Travel Research ,Winter 1994
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To participate in history (visit temples or ruins) or participate in current
events

Relaxation and pleasure

To get away from the everyday routine
To have a good time
To achieve some sort of sexual or romantic experience.
Ethnic
9

To visit places your family came from
To visit places your family or friends have gone to

Other
Weather (for instance to avoid weather)
Health (sun, dry climate and so on)
Sports (to swim, ski, fish or sail)
Economy (inexpensive living)
Adventure (new areas, people, experiences)

14

One-upmanship
Conformity ( keeping up with the Joneses)
Sociological motives

Crompton( 1979) looked at the motivations for pleasure travel by conducting indepth interviews with a convenience sample and identified nine motives, seven of
which he classified as social psychological and two of which classified as
'

cultural'. The social psychological motives identified were escape from a
perceived mundane environment, exploration and evaluation of self, relaxation,
prestige, nostalgialregression, enhancement of kinship relations and facilitation of
social interaction. The two cultural motives identified were novelty and education.
Krippendorf (1987) has raised some methodological concerns in regard to tourism
motivational research. Krippendorf points out that generally the problems with
studies asking a tourist what their reasons are for travel partly because there are
-

always several motives that prompt a person to travel. Many things remain hidden
in the subconscious and cannot be brought to light.8 A case in point is the travel
undertaken by some individuals for sexual opportunity elsewhere- far and away
from the home environment. Despite the sexual permissiveness of some cultures
and restrictions in others, there are individuals or groups of individuals who
venture to travel as tourists for the sole purpose of sexual pleasures.

8

Glenn F.Ross (1994) The Psychology of Tourism, Australian studies in Tourism, Series No.1, Hospitality
press, Elstemwick Victoria 3185 Australia. p22-23
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But it would be very hard to elicit this as a motive from any of those individuals
for the simple fact in majority of the societies this is frowned upon. Here the point
is despite the in-depth research it is very hard to come to conclusions on motives
as to why people tourists and travel distant places.
Krippendorf outlines eight theories of travel motivation found in the literature on
tourism Travel is said to be for

Recuperation and regeneration
Compensation and social integration
Escape
Communication
Freedom and self determination
Self-realization
Happiness and
Broadening the mind.

Kripeendorf has further provided an overall summary of the various theories.
They may be summarized thus: Firstly travel is motivated by 'going away from
rather than' going towards' something, and secondly travelers motives and
behavior are markedly self-oriented. Iso-Ahola( 1980) basically saw two factors
influencing tourist behavior intrinsic motivation and social interaction.
-

SEEK INTRINSIC REWARD

DESIRE TO
LEAVE BEHIND

Personal

ENVIRONMENT

Personal

Interpersonal

Ego enhancement

Strengthen

Escape from

kinship

responsibility
Aesthetics

Inter-

Status

personal

enhancement

Meet new
people in new
places

Prestige

Play

Another important aspect that motivates people to go on holidays is perhaps the
living standards and life styles. The rich and famous will always go on holidays or
travel to various reasons & motives. However socio- economic factors are
another prime factor which motivates people to travel. As Haukeland (1990) has
made the point that in Scandinavian countries the concept of social tourism means
that everybody regardless of economic or social situation should've the
opportunity to go on vacation. Holiday travel is thus viewed like any other human
right whose social loss should be compensated by the welfare state. The fact that
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farmers in Norway have been guaranteed to a three-week holiday during the
summer period ( since the mid 1970s, as a relief system financed by the state).
Another possible explanation that supports the motivation to travel resulting from
the industrial revolution and subsequently the dynamic development of economies
of the developed countries, where employees get paid recreation leave as part of
their package of employment.
Irrespective of the differences in the approach, the concepts and development of
theories relating to ' why people travel from the various studies a picture
'

underlying the factors of motivation emerges. However there is no foregone
conclusion of these factors as the basis for the motivation of an individual or for
that matter a group of individuals. Because these conclusions are based on a broad
based approach rather than specific to the world today. Most of the research is
associated and targeted to at the Americans and the Europeans about two decades
ago. In the 90s the situation has changed dramatically and so the people living in
various other countries, due to the spread of technology, developing economies
and improvement in the living conditions & standards of many around the globe.
The public and thereby an individuals awareness as to what is happening around
the world- far from one's own environment has increased by leaps and bounds.
Thanks to the satellite technology that brings in live pictures of almost anything (
that is shown) on to our living rooms through Television. Perhaps this is the
beginning of the urge for people to process the motivation to travel to one of those
places which leave indelible thoughts on their minds. May be this is the principle
cause to trigger the psychological process underlying the motivation and the
desire both physical and or psychological, of the mind.
-
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However from the various studies the following appear to be the prime motivating
factors for people to travel:

The escape motivation
As described earlier in some detail and is essentially a wish to get away
from one's own mundane environment. A temporary change from the
rigors of life and living.
The relaxation
Associated with the above and to get rid of the mental stress, the trauma
related to the ever present pressures of life & living. Based on escapism
from the routine environment

Fulfillment of wishes or desires
A desire to physically venture and experience mentally to go on a
-

holiday is thrill and fascination of the place, whether it is natural or
contrived, a dream realized.
Prestige
A holiday generally becomes yet another statement of a life style.
Especially in some of the Asian cultures it is a status and social
enhancement among the community which also brings in additional
respect

to the person who traveled overseas.
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Strengthening family bonds
Holidays are the only occasions for family reunions to renew the family
bonds & renew the relationships. Though at times these holiday travels
are motivated and planned in association with an important family
ceremonies.
Social interaction
The holiday represents an important social forum. For some of the
individuals it is one way of sharing their experiences and care about each
other with a common objective while on a tour. It provides the security
one feels and the safety among the group which would not have been
possible and the fear that lingers in one's mind the fear of unknown. in a
-

totally different environment.
Cultural & educational opportunities
For many it would be a life time opportunity to learn about other cultures
and an insight into the life styles and living of the people in those cultures.
Despite the commonality of commercial signs and logos one come across
the globe ( Coke, Citizen, Macdonald, Mercedes, Seiko, Toyota), there
are cultures different from ours, there are people who are different and
who have different view points. The attitudes differ and perception varyyet travel can at least takes one to have a

closer look.

Sexual opportunity
For some the experience of a life time to search and have a sexual
-

experience at an exotic place or a place far from home or far from the
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madding crowd at one's own environment is the ever green desire and
motivation to travel overseas. Tocite an example Thailand and Philippines
are the two destinations one hears as a paradise for sexual tourist trade.
Adventure
Though it is dependent on the individual personality it is one of the
important factors of motivation for people who venture to make
adventures. Relevant to many who make annual pilgrimage to various
fishing locations, skiing, climbing etc. that are totally outdoor activities.
Perhaps this motivation is in conjunction with the escape motivation but
with a difference.
S/i opping
The one thing every tourist does and will do. What ever may be the motive
for the travel, the desire for shopping at the same time follows. Many
people plan ahead the things they would like to buy or shop around
depending on the destination to be visited. This reflects in the "duty free
shops" at every international airport and selected shops in the cities. The
advantages of currency fluctuations form a major decision factor to the
motivations. The buying power of the dollar in many developing and
undeveloped countries is another attraction and motivation to
travel.
5.1

ATTITUDE AND DESTINATION CHOICE
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Given that one of the above motivates a person to travel, what would be the
attitude of the individual. Does the personality of the tourist is the factor in the
choice of the destination or the attitude that is driven by the personality of the
tourist? The question is how to define the personality of the tourist. As every
one knows 'personality' definition is one of the fascinating topics for most of the
psychologists. There is no theory as yet that can define personality, but these
descriptions are based on mostly observed attitudes of the persons observed or
investigated by psychologists. And these theories are as unique in their definitions
as to the persons under observation by the psychologists Personality is as
.

complex as a human mind itself, if not more.
Analyzing the personality of the tourist is beyond the scope of this research
objective.
However certain important observations made by Glenn F Ross in his book based
on his analysis of literature would be relevant to the field of tourism and the
tourist
In his book, Glenn F Ross refers to Schultz (1981) who pointed out that there are
at least nine theories of personality: psychoanalytic, neopsychoanalytic,
interpersonal, trait, developmental, humanistic, cognitive, behaviouristic and
limited- domain. In some cases these view points represent major forces active
throughout psychology, not just in the area of personality. Although the
organization of theories allows for a meaningful presentation of individual
systems of personality, it will not supply a single answer to the question what is
personality.
Personalitv
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Personality derives from the Latin word persona, which refers to the masks used
by actors in the Greek theater. It is easy to see how the word persona came to refer
to an outward appearance, a public face that individuals display to those around
them. Based on its derivation then it might be concluded that personality refers to
those external and visible aspects of a person that other people can see. Thus a
person's personality would be defined in terms of the impression that her or
she makes on others that is what the person appears to be
-

The first definition of personality in a standard dictionary is in accord with that
derivation: the visible aspect of one's character as it impresses others. Does
personality refer solely to the facade, the mask, the role that we play for other
people?. Most of us in all likelihood mean more than that when we use the ter
We are usually referring to many attributes of an individual. We refer to a host of
subjective or internal characteristics as well as one that we may not be able to see
directly or that person may try to hide from- and that we may try to hide from
others.
In the US Plog (1972) has put forward a personality theory of tourism behavior
which encompasses two fundamental personality dimensions: allocentricism and
psychocentricism. Travelers who are more allocentric are thought to prefer exotic
destinations, unstructured vacations rather than packaged tours and more
involvement with local cultures. Psychocentrics on the other hand are thought to
prefer familiar destinations, packaged tours and tourist areas. Plog (1979) added
an energy dimension which described the desired levels of activity preferred by
the tourist: high energy travelers prefer high levels and lower energy travelers
prefer fewer activities. Plog considers the allocentrism / psychocentrism and
energy dimension, that is to say independent of each to be orthogonal. Williams,
Ellis and Daniels (1986) have examined the extent to which allocentric and
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psychocentric travel experience preferences can be used to predict destination
preferences. Results of that study generally provided support for Plog's two
dimensional model".
Personality is a word that we all use and know the meaning of it all be it
-

inaccurately at times and is a word very commonly used without any specific
definition and description of the person. Because we tend to relate a person's
attitudes as representative of his or her personality. Attitudes are subjective
experiences and some times based on evaluative judgments. Here the judgment
may be wrong, because coming to a conclusion based on inference to one's
attitude and defining a personality would always be very complex. As explained
earlier the visible expressions or behavior of a single person are subjective. At
times appearances can be very deceptive', as attitudes are related to social
'

behavior. In other words the expression of attitude may be a social act through
which a person's personality is revealed to or interpreted by others.

A ttitzides
How does the attitudes affect the choice of the destination by an individual. UM
and Crompton (1990,1991) have argued that the image of a place as a pleasure
travel destination is derived from attitudes towards the destination's perceived
tourism attributes. Potential travelers generally have limited knowledge about the
attributes of a destination which they have not visited previously. The image and
attributed dimensions of a place as a travel destination are likely to be critical
factors in the choice of destination process. These choices reflect and relate to the
individuals attitudes which camouflage the real personality.
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Most studies of pleasure travel destination choice have been concerned with
exploring the relationship between attitude towards a place or its made and
preference for the place as a travel destination ( Goodrich 1978, Metejka 1973,
Mayo 1973, Scott, Schewe & Frederick 1978). Fishbein and Ajzen(1975) have
emphasized that attitude measurement should be based on attitude toward the
action of traveling to a specified destination, rather than on attitude toward
the

destination. The efficacy of this approach has been consistently verified by

empirical work reported in consumer behavior literature. Some efforts have been
made to describe actual destination choice by exploring how individuals develop a
set of alternative travel destinations from which they make a final selection. The
findings reported in these studies addressed the number of alternative destinations
which are considered and the role of attitudes toward each alternative in selecting
a set of alternative destinations.
The fundamental issue is the decision to have a holiday in the first place.
Depending on the motivation to have a holiday, a set of parameters set in to select
a destination, which is normally influenced by one's attitude within a given
personality and the attributes related to the choice of the destination. The
attributes of the destination has many sources generated from the promotional
literature (travel brochures, videos, posters) the opinions and discussions of
others ( self, family, friends, print and Television media, Airlines, Travel
agent).Depending on one's personality and related attitudes a destination image is
created in the mind, which will eventually take the form during the selection
process. There are many other supplementary questions that influence the choice
of destination. For example an individual's culture, the life style and economic
-

conditions. What about the situation constraints like the time horizon and
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selection of the destination with minimum information but many attributes or
attractions that may affect the final decision due to one's attitudes.
Anthropologist Roger Keesing(1974) defines culture as "an individual's theory of
what his fellows know, believe and mean, his theory of the code being followed,
the game played. Thus, culture is not an individual characteristic but rather
denotes a set of common theories of behavior or mental programs that are shared
by a group of individuals"

G.Hofstede's empirical analysis of

framework of national cultures into four dimensions of culture i.e. Power
distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism/collectivism and masculinity /
femininity.
Perhaps Hofsted's theory has some relevance to the attitudes of the tourist and the
choice of the destination. Nickerson and Ellis (1991) have argued despite the
general support for Plog's(1972) model

PROFILE OF JAPANESE TOURIST
PERCEPTIONS & ATTITUDES
DOMESTIC TOURISM

Alfred M Jaeger OD and National culture: Where's the lit?- Academy of Management review 1986 vol.ii
No.!
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In order to understand the general profile of the Japanese tourist it is essential to
look at the traditional aspects of their domestic tourism. Hofsted's empirical
analysis of the frame work of different cultures might reflect the Japanese
attitudes and traditional tourist culture in Japan.

'

Westerners imagine that

Japanese overseas tourists are common in the west, but, though increasing in
numbers every year, in fact they only numbered twelve million in 1993, a much
smaller proportion than for most other industrialized nations Morris 1990;
Graburn 1993). In reality 90 percent of Japanese is domestic tourism only started
in 1964, but their domestic mass tourism has a much longer history than any
other country (Ishimori 1989) and involves over three hundred million
overnight trips a year"t°
Japanese tourism has certain characteristics which differentiate from the tourism
concept of the contemporary West. these range from physical and logistical
factors to cultural attitudes:
Japanese landscape consists of steep and often volcanic mountains in over
three- quarters of its area. The many narrow valleys and the few densely
populated fertile plains, contain both agricultural and urban areas.
Contemporary Japan has superb but expensive urban and inter urban
public transportation systems. However outside of the urban areas the
roads are relatively inadequate.

'° Nelson H.H.Graburn (1995) The past in the present in Japan,) Change in Tourism: People, places,
processes, R.Butler & D.Pearce(ed.) (1995 Routledge, London
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Japan has very crowded living conditions in the overwhelming urban
settings to which a large proportion of the population has migrated
since World War II.
Most Japanese have very short vacation periods, fairly evenly scattered
through the year, many of which workers do not take. In addition the
timing of adult and children's vacations often do not coincide.
Nearly all Japanese children have undergone a kind of 'training system'
for peer group outings (entotsu) and tourism which starts as early as
kindergarten( yochien)
6

Compared to most Europeans and North Americans the Japanese have a
low sense of cultural self-confidence and they usually only travel in
groups or at least visit well-known culturally approved" attractions
"

Traditional Japanese domestic tourism 'kanko'( which literally means sightseeing)
encompasses famous historical creations including shrines, temples, castles,
gardens and festivals (matsuri). Their present appeal lies in their traditional
aesthetics and other atmosphere of bonhomie in an ever fast changing urban world
of high pressure jobs (including child bearing), tiny, barren apartments, huge
high-rise buildings, homeless and drunken bums. crowded trains and fast foods.
The traditional and historical sites attract millions of visitors every year. Some of
these have easy access (by trains) and some are found in very remote areas which
require considerable time and effort in the form of organized pilgrimages to
-

visit. Many of these famous sites have been developed with modern attractions
like hot spring villages, boat-trips, hiking and swimming where the tourist may
continue to pray, pay and play. The fruits of hard work and determination after the
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World War II resulted in an economic boom helped to lift the living standards of
the people. It is quite evident as the number of visitors to these places doubled
thanks to the abundance of cars and other transport to these places, once
considered to be remote and an arduous visit to these venerable sites.
The past twenty years have seen an onsen buumu (hot spring boom), a rush to
often rural or small town hot spring resorts most of which used to be the province
of local rural people or a few upper-class visitors. There are thousands of these
which are popular tourist destinations. The significant aspect of these attractions
are they preserve the traditional atmosphere of dress, decor, architecture, food and
style of service. These onsen destinations provide every comfort-heated and
cooled modern traditional rooms with tatami (woven straw) floors, rooms with
telephones and televisions and wafu (Japanese clothing), such as yukata (dressing
gown) and zori (slippers) or geta ( wooden clogs)
The key attraction of the onsen are the baths and the meal. The baths are filled
with constantly flowing naturally heated volcanic spring water in which one soaks
after a thorough washing or shower in facilities provided at the sides of the room.
These natural waters are often said to have curative or at least recuperative powers
(Yangita 1982(1940).Ryokan food partaken at the early evening meal and a
,

breakfast is mandatorily served in one's room. The cuisine should be Kaiser, that
is a tastefully presented large array of small traditional dishes. using the freshest
and most attractive of seasonal ingredients.
These spacious and leisurely facilities offered are particularly attractive to white
collar workers who live in cramped conditions in the major city apartments.
However space and tradition are expensive are far beyond what ordinary people
-

could enjoy at home or afford. Young unmarried adults maintain the group-
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activity orientation of Japanese recreation during a two or three day vacation
period (common to most adult Japanese) In the countryside they may chose
strenuous or adventurous activities during the short vacation which gives them a
chance to experience 'nature'.
For most Japanese given the proclivity of not to explore that is only to visit
-

generally approved places and every destination has to invent its own approval by
getting itself literally and figuratively on the map. Every destination must have
one or more socially approved meibutsu (famous thing) for it to be worth visiting.
Television programs that contain information of the desirable attractions is to
create familiarity and there by the approval. Famous natural sites have long been
made sacred by religious shrines and markers, communing with nature as in
hiking, climbing, canoeing or bicycling is almost invariably a group activity. Here
enjoyment stems more from sociality than from getting away from it all. Rarely
dose anyone go anywhere along and loneliness, especially in nature is to be feared
above almost anything else in life. This is turn is expressed in the historical
.

theme of admiration for hermits and ascetics usually Buddhist who avoid society
,

and commune with nature.
Managed nature is represented not only for its own sake but because it too
represents tradition. Sacred obeisance and awe of scenery such as volcanoes,
mountains, rivers, caves, islands, rocks, trees and especially waterfalls are
timeless, shared features of Japanese culture and most imbued with Kami ( Gods,
-

spirits)
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7

JAPANESE TOURISTS:
MOTIVATIONS: ATTITUDES: DESTINATION CHOICES

7. 1 OVERSEAS:
The number of Japanese overseas travelers has shown a large increase since 1985,
when the value of yen rose sharply against other currencies. In 1987 the Japanese
government announced its Ten Million Program
"

"

which aimed at doubling the

amount of Japanese overseas travel from the 1986 level of 5.5 million to 10
million by the end of 1991- in his report Hiroko Nozowa analyzes the growth and
characteristics of travel from Japan, describes the structure of that country's
tourism industry and looks at the prospects for further outbound travel. His
analysis gives an interesting insight into the Japanese overseas travel."

Major reasons for the ten million program were to promote a sense of
international citizenship among Japanese people and to offset Japan's surplus in
international payments by promoting overseas travel. This program has achieved
its goal early in 1990 with a double digit annual growth rate. The total number of
-

Hiroko Nozawa. "A marketing analysis of Japanese outbound travel" Tourism Management June 1992.
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Japanese traveling overseas reached nearly 11 million in that year12. Though it is
expected to decline to 10.5 million, a survey among the experts from Japanese
tourism related industries forecast a steady growth in the next ten years with
Japanese outbound travelers expected to reach nearly 20 million by the year 2001
an average annual growth rate of 10 per cent13

Japan"s strong and stable economy in recent years has been a major reason for this
growth of its outbound travel. Japanese visitors are known to be as high spenders
bringing large tourism revenues to host destinations. This reputation was
substantiated by several studies showing that Japanese visitors spend two to five
times more than the average international visitors in tourist destinations14 . After
the announcement of Japanese government's ten million program in 1987 the
administrative role of the government in expanding the outbound travel flow from
the country has increased in various ways.

Among this program's objective was a promotion of longer overseas stays
Japanese travelers. In pursuit of this objective Japanese Minister of Labor revised
the Labor Standard Law to reduce working hours from 48 hours per week to 40
hours in 1988. The government also implemented two other programs, the Long
Holiday Week and Tourism Week to facilitate longer vacations. Conference on

12

13
14

Japan National Tourist Organization and Ministry of Transport, Tourism in Japan 1991
Travel Journal Inc. (TJI), 21 January 1991, p19

U S Travel and Tourism Administration(USTTA) Japanese market Update, unpublished Tokyo 18 Oct
1991 S.Morris Japanese Outbound Travel Market in 1990s, Economic Intelligence Unit London 1990
Bailey A question of value, Asian Business, July 1991, pp43-45

Extended Leisure Stay Abroad ( CELSA) has developed a series of information
seminars at major cities in Japan and the Conference has asked the major Japanese
travel agents to include longer-stay tours.

By the active involvement and initiatives taken by the Japanese Government
circumstances for travel abroad have improved and new incentives were created
for Japanese to travel overseas. Emigration procedures have been simplified, tax
privileges expanded and the tax exemption for souvenirs was doubled. The
number of countries which apply bilateral visa waiver agreements for short stay
visitors to and from each country has increased, US being the most benefited
country out of this with a positive impact on Japanese travel overseas, since USA
with a share of more than 30% of total outbound travel in the past few years. To
some extent the working holiday system which provided a short term working
visa for young Japanese in Australia.

In order to promote effective use of charter flights (as it is evident that by
tradition and culture Japanese prefer to travel in groups under packaged tours)
regional airports were promoted to fly charter services. Initiating the first flights
from four local areas of Japan ( mostly from Nagoya and Kyushu) in central and
southern Japan respectively to four Asian destinations, which subsequently
extended to eight Asian countries and Oceania.
In July 1991 the Japanese government announced a new program for Japanese
tourism in the 21st century. This program is called two-way Tourism 21 aims to
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facilitate tourist flow both to and from Japan to enhance mutual understanding
between Japanese citizens and citizens all over the world.

The purpose of all this information is to substantiate the motivational factors for
the tourist. As explained earlier on page 8 some times the governments of the
,

respective tourists might create an environment & motivate them to take holidays
and as in the case of Japanese to take a holiday overseas. All these factors
mentioned above have raised the awareness of Japanese citizens about travel
abroad. Overseas travel has become more accessible from of leisure activity and
people's desire to travel abroad has increased. Activity by the Center for Leisure
Activity, by the Center for Leisure Development reveals that travel abroad has
become the most desirable form of leisure activity among the Japanese. When
asked what do you want to if you have an additional day off a week- 32% of the
Japanese wanted to travel abroad followed by travel domestically. in the 1989
White Paper. Attitudinal changes have been observed especially among young
Japanese. A government survey found 80% of Japanese college students answered
that a five day work week was a prime requirement when choosing an
employment and more than 90% of young Japanese (18-22) responded would
trade their higher income for longer vacations15 Although awareness of travel
abroad has been raised and attitudinal changes have been observed there is still a
gap between the desire to travel overseas and its realization. Mainly due to the
Japanese workers traditional values and cultural influences "working for the
company or working as a team"- various studies have also agreed that the long
working hours and difficulty in taking holidays hinder Japanese outbound travel.

15

Keizaikai Co. Ltd., Business Tokyo, December 1991, pp 38-39
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An average annual Japanese working hours in 1987 were 2150 compared to
typical US hours of 1924., despite a government study indicating a slow decline in
working hours and increase of a five day week working hours from 35% in 1987
to 37% in 1989. However the average length of the Japanese tourists to overseas
destinations has declined from 8.8 days in 1986 to 8.0 days in 1990.

The Japanese tourist now knows a great deal more about the overseas destinations
than previously. The fact that there has been a change in the motivations for
overseas travel by Japanese (Nozawa 1992) adds to the significance of studying
their travel motivations. As already explained earlier understanding the
motivations that influence people's travel plans and destination selections play a
crucial role.

"One way to understand travel motivation is to examine the concept of push and
pull demand simulation16". The motivation for traveling overseas has changed.
The Japanese have begun to have specific objectives for their travel abroad, rather
than to travel overseas for the sake of the travel. Destination choices have become
increasingly varied. Several studies have been conducted mainly from the
perspective of benefit segmentation to identify the underlying dimensions of push
or pull or both factors. In examining the motivations for overseas travel using the
concept of push and pull factors, Yuan and McDonald(1990) found that
individuals from each of four countries (Japan, France, West Germany and the

16

Sukbin Cha, Ken W McCleary and Muzaffer Uysal (1995)' Travel motivations of Japanese Overseas
travelers: A factor-cluster segmentation approach, Journal of Travel Research, Summer 1995
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United Kingdom) travel to satisfy the same unmet needs (push factors). However
attractions for choosing a particular destination ( pull factors) appear to differ
among the other countries.
The results revealed that individuals placed different levels of importance on the
various factors among the countries. Jamrozy and Uysal( 1994) studies related to
five travel groups ( families, individuals traveling alone, couples, friendship and
organized tour groups to motivational push and pull forces. Their found the
German overseas travelers display to a large extent, variations in push motivations
while traveling alone and in friendship groups as opposed to traveling as families,
couples and tour groups. For example the individuals traveling alone looked for
novelty, experience and adventure factors while family groups were motivated by
luxury and do nothing.

Sukbin Cha and others conducted a survey in 1989 selecting household for the
study based on a national probability cluster sample consisting of geographical
areas selected at random through Japan. All respondents were 18 years of age or
above and had traveled or planned to travel for an overseas vacation of four nights
or longer. Travel had to be outside Japan and Korea in the three years prior to the
study or planed for something within the next two years.

The study of travel motivations of Japanese overseas visitors by Sukbin Cha and
others used data from a research study sponsored jointly by USTTA and Tourism
Canada and prepared by Market Facts Limited in 1989. The analysis of data
consisted of four stages.
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Step 1:

Factor analysis of 30 motivation items
(Result: identification of six motivation factors)

Step 2:

Cluster analysis of respondents based on identified six factor
groupings of motivations (Result: identification of clusters)

Step 3:

Discriminant analysis of motivations
(Result: identification of discriminating factors for each cluster)

Step 4:

Chi-square tests on demographic variables
(Result: identification of significant cluster descriptions)

Six motivation
items identjfied

The list 0f30pzishfactors

Relax:

Feeling at home away from home
Escaping from the ordinary
Doing nothing at all
Change from busy jobs
Get away from demands of home
Being free to act the way I feel
Reliving past good items
Family togetherness

0.76

Knowledge:

Seeing and experiencing a foreign destination
Seeing as much as possible
Learning new things or increasing knowledge
Having fun or being entertained
Traveling to historical places
Experience new and djferent lfe-s1yle

0.70

Adventure:

Finding thrills or excitement
Being daring and adventuresome
Rediscovering myself
Experiencing simple lfr-style

0.69

Travel bragging:

Talking about a trip after returning home
Going places friends have not been

0.65

Reliability
Alpha
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Indulging in luxury
Family:

Sports:

Visit friends and relatives
Visit places family came from
Sports participation
Sports spectating
Physical activity

0.62

0.74

(Three factor items (trying new foods, meeting people with similar interests and roughing it)
were excluded due to low factor loading. One item in Adventure factor ( safe or secure travel
item) had a negative loading. In order to achieve a high reliability alpha the item was deleted from
further analysis, resulting an alpha from 0.55 to 0.39)

Based on the importance of motivation factor the study identified three cluster
groups (1) Sports seekers -48.3% (2) Novelty seekers-35.2%(3)
Family/Relaxation seekers -16.5%. These clusters indicate differences in their
motivations/push factors, though all the three placed a high importance to Relax,
Knowledge and Adventure. The highest ratings for the factors relative to each
cluster are:
Cluster 1:

High value on sports factor

Cluster 2:

On knowledge, Adventure, Travel bragging

Cluster 3:

Highest value on relax

Significant differences in the push factors were found between clusters. Cluster 2
differed from Cluster 1 and 2 on Relax factor, so are the Adventure, Travel
bragging. Perhaps these differences indicate the various age groups and also the
social status back at home.

0
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All clusters had high proportions of age groups in their twenties and thirties.
Compared with the other two clusters Cluster 1 had more people in the 20-49
combined age bracket (82.7%). It also had the largest group in the 20-29 age
bracket (40.6%) but had the smallest portion in the 18-19 (1%) and 60 + (5.6%).
Cluster 3 had the largest group in the 18-19 age bracket (21.3%) while cluster 2
showed the largest group in the 50-59 (11.7%) and 60+ age brackets (17.9%). On
the education variable all clusters had a high percentage in both the senior high
school I university I Post graduate categories.

0
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A demographic profile of three clusters of Japanese travelers

Characteristics

1

Cluster
2

3

PERCENT
Gender
Male
Female
Age:
18-19(44)
20-29 (408)
30.39 (260)
40-49(212)
50-59(136)
60 +

55.8
47.2

49.5
50.5

49.0
51.0

1.0
40.6
21.8
20.3
10.7
5.6

15.5
31.7
19.0
16.2
11.7
17.9

21.3
33.8
23.7
18.0
11.4
8.3

2.0
32.7
11.2
17.3
36.7

6.9
45.5
7.9
9.8
29.9

3.1
35.4
7.6
16.1
37.7

30.3
6.7
9.7
35.4
8.2
2.1
0
0
7.7

34.7
4.0
8.9
30.0
8.9
2.2
0.2
0.2
10.6

32.3
6.7
13.8
28.9
5.3
1.2
0
0
11.6

18.2
18.2
18.2
15.9
17.6
7.1
4.7
577
48.3%
Sports
seekers

18.4
20.3
24.6
12.7
13.8
4.9
5.4
420
35.2%
Novelty
seekers

13.0
18.0
20.2
18.6
16.8
7.4
5.8
193
16.5%

Education:

Junior high school (5 1)
Senior high school (458)
Technical/Vocational(99)
Junior College (168)
University/Post graduate(414)
Occupation.
Owner
Manager or Executive
Professional or technical
Clerical sales
Skilled worker
Unskilled worker
Farm ing/fish ing/forestry
Military
Student
lncome(in yen):
Under4mil
4-6 mil
6-8 mil
8-10 mil
10-15 mil
15-20 mil
Over 20 mil
Total Respondents (1190)

Family/Relaxation

seekers

EEO

When respondents were clustered based on the six delineated push motivation
factors, three distinct groups were identified sports seekers, Novelty seekers and
-

Family/Relax seekers. Sukbin Cha and others observed that in all the other studies
for motivational factors dealt with factor or descriptive analysis of the travelers
when attempting to delineate traveler's motivations. They did not cluster the
whole group based on the delineated motivation factors. Using a factor cluster
segmentation approach Sukbin Cha and others study revealed three distinctive
motivation groups.

Though they dealt with push factors for motivation, they expressed the need for
comparison between push and pull factors. This requires a detailed study on
whether the destination is providing appropriate facilities, attractions and related
tourism resources to support the push factors. The also felt that another area that
needs to be researched in to the actual travel behaviors of Japanese tourists- of
their travel plan horizons, sources of information they seek and activities they
participate. It is essential to understand this area of pull factors of the different
cluster groups to shed some light on the Japanese travel behavior overseas.

A survey conducted by BTR- Japanese tourism in Australia, Part 2, The shifting
"

market, International visitor survey, Japan 1991" reveals some information and
interesting characteristics of the Japanese tourists in Australia. It throws the light
on the motivation factors of push and pull in different clusters of Japanese visitors
to Australia though in actuality they are the different segments of the Japanese
-

overseas visitors to Australia.
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Despite the changes in economic, environmental & political conditions
internationally between the two periods of study 1989 and 1991, there is more
-

or less a clear picture of the correlation between the push & pull motivation
factors of the Japanese visitors. Though we can not conclude definitely these are
the factors, however we can positively identify and relate these as the emerging
trend of the Japanese visitors in their choice of destination and the motive for
overseas travel. The reason why we cannot conclude them definitely is the
changing trend of the original Japanese culture, as more and more young Japanese
are turning to the Western type of life, which is more individualistic and
adventure based compared to the traditional Japanese society of group as
explained by Hofsted. These push and pull factors are examined in the next
chapter.

In his report Hiroko Nozawa'7 refers to the Japanese Government's survey on
overseas travel among Japanese citizens revealed the objectives and desired
activities abroad by the Japanese. Those wanting to see the local scenery and
enjoy natural beauty and historical sites were the majority (5 8%); Learning about
the local customs, culture and traditions of the hose communities(2 1%) and 24%
wanted to travel abroad for shopping. These were the top three desired objectives
and activities in the Maianichi survey.

17

Hiroko Nozawa "A marketing analysis of Japanese outbound travel" Tourism Management June 1992
.
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Another survey in 1988 by Japanese travel agents discovered desirable types of
destinations as those with abundant natural and scenic beauty, plenty of sun, sand
and sea, cities with an abundance of modern culture and historical spots and
crime free cities rich in culture and history. A distinct change in the attitudes was
revealed in the 1991 Mainichi survey- that leisurely stay- tours ranked first as the
most desired form for future travel. A shift towards staying longer in one
destination can be observed. Sight-seeing for representative tourist sites or
traditional touring tours and historical and ancient tours followed. The survey
discovered that shopping, city sightseeing, eating at various restaurants and
relaxing were the major activities of Japanese travelers.

A study on Japanese overseas pleasure travel' 8 revealed six distinct motivation
factors Relax, Knowledge Adventure, Travel bragging, family and sports. Like
Youan and McDonalds study( 1990) this study showed that Japanese travelers put
a high emphasis on knowledge and adventure. They seem to be eager to acquire
new knowledge and to enjoy adventure through overseas travel. Since foreign
travel is still something of status symbol in Japan ( Lundberg and Lundberg 1993)
and hard work and long hours are still deeply ingrained in the Japanese culture
and overseas travel is not an easy task. This study based on push and pull factors
was to delineate the motivations of Japanese overseas pleasure travelers using a
factor-cluster market segmentation approach.

8

Sukbin Cha, Ken W McCleary and Muzaffer Uysal (1995) Travel motivations of Japanese Overseas
travelers: A factor-cluster segmentation approach, Journal of Travel Research, Summer 1995
'
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Although the most visited destinations have been dfferent each year, Australia
and Canada have ranked top as most desired destination to visit in recent years.

The role of shopping as a tourist activity has tended to be underestimated, despite
the fact that a considerable percentage of the time and money budget of tourist is
spent on shopping. Especially for Japanese shopping is very important as buying
gifts for relatives, friends and family is an important part of their tradition and
culture. The Japanese travel boom gives many tourist destination areas
considerable opportunities, so that understanding the characteristics of this market
segment in international travel and especially their attitude towards shopping in
combination with heir program of visits can be a key to a targeted tourism
development.
Myriam Jansen- Verbeke explain the" Synergy between shopping and tourism:
the Japanese experience"9. Though the survey results are specific to the group of
Japanese tourists in a European historical city ( Amsterdam) the issue is relevant
and had wider perspective. A very specific question of the survey was to whether
the Japanese tourist would combine the visit to major tourist attractions with
(impulse) shopping. Shopping in Europe seems to be an important selling slogan
and is in many cases a motive for choice of a particular destination. As a rule the
trip is well prepared in advance to the extent that all information is available is
studied carefully and this includes a shopping guide. It is very customary to draw
up a shopping list before departure. The question of where to buy which item of a

9

Myriam Jansen-Verbeke "The synergy between shopping and tourism: the Japanese experience, pp347,
Global Tourism, The next decade: Ed.Williarn F Theobald,1994, Butterworth-Heinemann Ltd,Linacre
House, Jordan Hill Oxford 0X2 8DP

particular brand name seems very important. This attitudes leaves little or no
opportunity for impulse shopping.

Interest is keen in so-called ethnic products such as fashion products and
perfumes (e.g. France), chinaware, crystal, jewelry, artwork, handicrafts etc., In
addition the shopping list includes a list of numerous gifts which are a must to
take back home. Exchanging gifts plays an important role. They rare more
interested in brand names and high quality products which have been promoted
through the Japanese media than are other tourists. Buying an authentic brand
product in the country of origin is the thing to do

According to Myriam Jansen-Verbeke the desire to travel overseas in the younger
age group of 20-20 which is 16.5 million people (13% of Japanese population )is
increasing. Twenty eight percent of them travel overseas which accounts for about
32% of total Japanese traveling to Europe. Some relevant sub segments like
students are developing the tradition of finishing their studies with a trip to
Europe. As already explained in earlier chapters the trend for choosing a group
arrangement seems losing attraction and number of individual travelers of this
group(FIT) is growing. in terms of activity patterns, choice of accommodation and
spending budget they tend to differ from the average Japanese tourist.

The so called Office ladies (OL), single career business women usually in wellpaid hobs still living with their parents and with are relatively high spending
budget tend to travel in groups are very much attracted to shopping, adopt a
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specific life style and fully enjoy the escape from routine when traveling. They
have a clear preference for four or five star hotels and tend to include only a
limited number of visiting placed in their program in order to have more free time
(i.e. time for shopping)

7.2

JAPANESE VISITORS TO AUSTRALIA

In 1987 a nation of 122 million Japanese made only 6.8 million overseas trips, a
small proportion compared to similarly affluent nations. For example West
Germans (pop 60m) made 22 million trips and Britons (pop 56m) made 27 million
trips ( Polunin, 1989). However if the data is of any indication the boom in
Japanese outbound travel can be termed as very impressive. Now Japan ranks at
No.3 out of 20 in World's top tourism spenders (international tourism
expenditure). The figures released by World Tourism Organization speaks for
themselves.

The figures are in $US million are
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1992

Expenditure
26,837

1985

12,809

Share of expenditure
13.55%
4.73%

Francois Vellas and Lionel Becherel, (1995)lnternational Tourism, Macmillan Press Ltd., Hampshire,
London, p22.

By comparison the USA is the world's biggest spender on tourism although its
expenditure has declines sharply. in 1985 tourists from the USA accounted for 24
percent of all money spent on tourism in the world. But by 1992, this had fallen to
just 14 percent.

Japan with 782,700 visitors accounted for 2 1 % of all visitors in 1995. This is a
growth of 8.5% over 1994 a good result considering that Japanese economy is
likely to have grown by just 0.5% in 1995 and that Japan started the year with a
major earthquake at Kobe. The good news is that the Japanese economy is set for
recovery during 1996/97 after four consecutive years of economic stagnation21 .

Most Japanese visitors were on holiday 87%22. Based on ABS data for September
quarter 1995 the arrival details of 214,000 Japanese visitors is as under:
Figures in

21

22

('000).

Sydney

79.5

Brisbane

64.8

Cairns

45.6

Perth

6.6

Tourism Analyst (TF) Trends in Australia & New Zealand, April 1996,pi
ABS, Tourism indicators. 8634.0 September Quarter 1995
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Melbourne

4.0

Darwin

1.3

Adelaide

0.3

The purpose of their visit to Australia is given as:
Holiday

186.8

Business

11.8

Visiting Friends &
Relatives

4.0

Education

3.3

Conventions/
Conferences

1.3

Employment

0.2

Other not staled

7.1

To compare this trend to 687,000 visitors arrived in 199423
Sydney
Brisbane

23

40%
26%

Bureau of Tourism research. International visitor survey, 1994, p39

M.

Cairns

24%

Perth

5%

Melbourne

4%

Other ?

1% (Adelaide, Darwin, Hobart,
Townsville)

From the initial observation it appears that majority of the Japanese visitors arrive
in Australia through Sydney, Brisbane & Cairns, leaving the other centers way
behind or perhaps totally to negligible proportions. Further the purpose of their
visit is similar to the trend observed in September Quarter 1995 ABS data. More
than any thing else, holiday seems to be the main objective of their visit perhaps
-

for pleasure seeking or may be leisure. By identifying the various categories of
visitor types we might be able to answer the key question of what is attracting the
Japanese to these places than any other place or their preferences in Australia and
for that matter Australia as their destination choice of holiday.

Holiday makers leaving Japan for an average of 6-7 days visit to Australia carry
with them a collage of natural images gleaned largely from promotional material
on Japanese Television, in magazines or displayed on posters in railway stations.
The predominant image is of a congestion free country of wide open spaces, grand
nature, unique wild life, tropical rain forests. According to Hashimoto, 1986
referred in BTR occasional paper No.9- relaxation and safety, friendliness and
"

hospitality, spaciousness and unspoiled natural beauty, generosity and abundance..
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these are Australia's greatest assets and they are what will attract the Japanese to
Australia for many years to come"

BTR Occasional Paper No.9 "Japanese Visitors and the Australian Environment"
gives an interesting insight into many questions on the Japanese visitors to
Australia which are referred to in the following paragraphs.

As far as the source of information on Australia goes the survey showed a definite
bias towards the television information. Although results show a minor role for
railway locations in the survey, given the paramount use of trains as a mode of
transport in Japan, especially for daily commuting, posters in all probability play a
very vital and significant by capturing the people's initial attention and the seed
that takes the role of imagination day after day and preparing the psychological
ground for later exposure via television.

The power of television which brings in pictures live and in vivid colors will have
the greatest of impacts on ones mind than any thing else the eyes and mind
visualize. That is the difference between the print media and electronic media. The
impact of the moving picture in vivid color and the psychological desire to see
them in person (an exotic place!) will linger in the mind again and again. The
magazines and tour pamphlets will only strengthen the desire and image.
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For a densely populated country like Japan, daily congestion is a norm and crowd
is a way of life and as common as fish n chips in Australia. When Japanese want
to relax and go to a beach the beaches are crowded. Instead of the beach, if they
-

want to have a nice and leisurely drive time- they will encounter and end up in
traffic jams. The growing interest in sports and outdoor activities reflect the
Japanese desire to and exposure to a clean environment that is congestion free and
wide open the choice would be obvious- Australia. A country a continent in it
-

self with hardly any people, compared to Japan!
Natural environment was given as an important factor influencing the choice of
Australia as a holiday destination. Between 80-90% of the respondents chose
natural environment as an attraction in their decision. Perhaps this reinforces the
Japanese desire to experience something which cannot be found in Japan at any
price. The other common perception that in comparison to Tokyo, Australia cities
have little to interest to Japanese visitors.

This survey found that many Japanese shown considerable interest in the
Australian cities, as they never expected to find such large modern cities and
impressed by the cleanliness and greenery within the Australian cities.

Perhaps the Japanese perceptions about these factors is fairly obvious as they
livein a society where modern comforts and efficiency abound, but because of the
high density of population areas of open public land and unspoiled natural scenery
offering a feeling of spaciousness are virtually impossible to find. Japanese of all
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ages are virtually attracted to the idea of a vast, empty landscape in Australia
which contrasts so sharply to that of Japan.

The natural state of the sea cost of many parts of Australia is a strong element in
the attraction of Australian landscape for the Japanese.The contrast between the
inaccessibility and polluted state of Japanese beaches and the image of expansive
and undeveloped coasts of Australia is close to the heart of the Japanese envy of
Australian environment. Most Japanese bemoan the fact that how polluted and
crowded their own coasts have become and with the artificial structures in plenty,
it is not possible to enjoy a clean and natural marine environment.

The next most important in choosing Australia as holiday destination was the
unique wild life, the survey results support the generally held view of the
dominance of native animals in the Japanese image of Australia. Popular
attractions are dominated by fauna parks. The most popular are undoubtedly koala
parks where visitors can cuddle a koala rather than zoos where exhibits viewed
from a distance. Japanese cultural attitudes to animals and wild life in general are
very different from the conservation ethic which has developed in Western
countries..

In the choice of destination and climate and seasons play a major part in the
decision of a holiday. Australia's warm climate is very attractive to the Japanese
because the seasons in the southern hemisphere are opposite to those of Japan. At
the height if the hot and humid Japanese summer Australia offers a cool relief.
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This climate offers them a change of season and mood. Added to this is the
significance attached to seasonal change in Japan which tends to regulate calendar
events and even the choice of diet and modes of dress at particular times of the
year.
Repeated comments were made by older survey respondents relating to their
observations of a harmonious relationship which they perceived to exist between
Australians and nature. The general image which Japanese appear to have is that
as Australians we preserved much of our natural environment and compared it
with Japan. This probably reflects a traditional Japanese and Eastern culture
concern for harmony and respect to nature. May be a nostalgia for what Japan has
lost over the years especially after second world war. For most Japanese Australia
offers the rare combination of grand natural scenery and Western culture.

The typical Japanese package tours to Australia are of 6-7 day's duration,
although some deluxe packages are often a day or two longer. Most package tours
enter through Sydney and emphasize the urban centers of Sydney and Melbourne
followed by a few days Gold Coast and perhaps haifa day in Brisbane.In 1989 the
Japanese arrivals to Australia were 349 540. The 1989 IVS(BTR) indicates the
following movement of the visitors in Australia which reflects the tight package
tours organized in Japan for holiday in Australia.
1989

Total visitors 349 540
Places visited
Sydney
78
Gold Coast
46
Melbourne
37
Brisbane
16
Perth
9
Adelaide
4

(65% total for Qld)

5in

Canberra
Darwin

2
2

(7% total for NT)

Comparing these with the arrival figures for Japanese visitors in 1994 gives more
or less with the places visited by them in 1989. Virtually the same pattern for tour
arrangements is followed by the travel agents in Japan. As it is already known that
the Japanese travel is pre-determined and all the arrangements made prior to the
departure of the group. In 1994 the total number of Japanese visitors was 687 000
and out of which 90% of them arrived through only three points of arrival i.e.
Sydney, Brisbane and Cairns. Their tours were organized around these places.

1994

Total visitors 687000
Visitors by City of arrival %

Sydney
Brisbane
Cairns
Perth
Melbourne
Darwin
Adelaide

By region of stay
40.0
26.0
24.0
5.0
4.0
0.0
0.0

Sydney
NSW
Brisbane
Cairns
Gold Coast
GB Reef
QLD
Melbourne
Victoria
Darwin

77
78
7
28
54
33
78
15
15
I

Alice Springs

1

N.T
Perth
WA
Hobart
Tasmania
ACT
S.A Adelaide)

7
6
6
I
2
4

1

Source: BTR(IVS 1994) IVS.
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IMAGE OF AUSTRALIAN STATES

The observations made during the survey will indicate the Japanese perceptions
with regard to the natural environment and the image of the Australian states. The
predominant image was overwhelmingly that of vast open landscapes & desert
areas with wilderness.. As may be expected given respondents association of
Australian wilderness with desert, Northern Territory and Western Australia were
most often selected as the states associated with Australian wilderness and desert.
The following observations made from the responses from the Japanese visitors
and their perceptions related to the states.

The main survey questions posed to the Japanese visitors were:
*

What comes to mind when you hear the term Australian wilderness

*

Which Australian state do you associate with ---?

*

Wilderness

*

Visiting the Outback

*

Marine sports
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Scenic & Natural beauty spots
Tropical Rainforest
Viewing Australian wildflowers

Northern Territory and Queensland were associated with the tropical rainforest
among the Japanese minds. The Northern Territory dominated in terms of being
the wilderness or outback state and also gained the top score for seeing tropical
rainforest ( which may be due to the confusion in the minds of Japanese visitors
over the names of Australian states. Perhaps they related northern part of the
country as the place for rainforests with Northern Territory.

Northern territory also scored well in terms of seeing wildlife and lower scores for
hiking/camping in natural parks and for scenic/natural beauty. Compared to the
smaller national parks at home, the extremely large scale areas of say Kakadu
might not be the normal hiking they are used to and perhaps unnerving to the
urban Japanese on a holiday. The relativity of "outback" was clearly earmarked
for Northern Territory closely followed by Western Australia.

Queensland was clearly entrenched in the Japanese minds as "the" place for
marine sports. About ninety three percent of the respondents associating the state,
though New South Wales and Western Australia did appear in the responses but
of little significance. The domination of coastal Queensland in the image of the
state is also clear from the low score in visiting outback option, though it scored
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well for hiking/camping in national parks and scenic/natural beauty. The selection
of Queensland for seeing wildlife is possibly related to the number of fauna park
attractions in South East Queensland such as Lone Pine Sanctuary in Brisbane
and Seaworld on the Gold Coast which are included on typical package tours.
A surprising result for is the high score for wildflowers though they are not native
Australian wildflowers ( Frangipani, Bougainvillea, Hibiscus etc.)

South Australia scored best in viewing Australian Wildflowers option. This may
be due to the marketing emphasis on specific locations in the state. The other pull
factors like visiting the outback, hiking/camping and scenic natural beauty are
notably absent for South Australia. These perceptions and destination attributes
are related to the responses of Japanese visitors to other states.

Tasmania came up for seeing wildlife. Whereas Victoria scored best in scenic
/natural beauty. Despite the relative popularity of the Phillip Island penguin
parade and Snowy mountains and one of the popular metro cities of Australia did
not fare better in the destination choices of the Japanese. Perhaps this reflects the
Japanese perception of the modern cities too crowded and not for leisure or
-

holidays. New South Wales scored best on hiking/camping in national parks. The
forty percent Japanese visitors or seventy seven percent of visitors staying inmay be due to the package tours that enter Sydney.
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Like Northern Territory, Western Australia scored best on visiting outback. This
may be due to the large size of the state associated with desert. The geographical
location of Western Australia is a disadvantage to the tight package tours
organized in Japan. All be it many Japanese are aware of this destination for
scenic/natural beauty attributes of the state. For most out door activity choices
listed in the survey of Japanese visitors may have some pre-conception of what is
involved either because her is some familiar tourist activity in Japan with which
they associate (e.g. Sight-seeing, hiking, visiting a farm) or through publicity
about Australia via which they have received an image of activity (e.g. marine
sports, BBQ, seeing wildlife).

A key section in the survey interview related to preferences for outdoor activities
in Australia, the choices were as follows (from respondents who selected these
activities the most frequent rank given by and the percentage representing that
-

selected group)

Activity

Most frequent Rank

%

Outdoor BBQ

3

44

Hiking/walking in national parks

3

52

58

3.

Camping

4

40

4.

Visiting a/arm or ranch

2

47

5.

Marine sports

1

81

6.

Sight seeing on a coach tour

10

30

7.

Fossicking for minerals

2

37

8.

Seeing wildlfe

2

64

9.

Seeing tropical rainforest

9

27

10.

Viewing Australian wildJlowers

3

30

A few notable observations that will add to the perceptions of the Japanese
relative to their tradition and culture would be necessary. Many of the respondents
(about 44% of them) gave BBQ a rank of 1,2 or 3. though the highest proportion
of those choosing this activity gave it a rank of 3. if one looks at their tradition,
Japanese utilize the change of the season for formal outdoor social occasions. This
often includes enjoying a picnic or tea ceremony under the flowering and colorful
trees.

The Japanese interpretation of hiking/camping in a national park is may be gentle
stroll along a graded track, which would be different to the rugged and long
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arduous walk necessary in Australian national parks. Incidentally this fits in to the
individual characteristics theorized by Hofsted relative to most westerners. Being
collective by tradition and culture this activity may not be to their complete favor
in Australia. Added to this their typical holiday package tours would not permit
them to venture for long hours. The only exception to this activity within the
Japanese visitors are FIT's.

The response for camping was unequal. Camping was given as preferred activity
by young male travelers, Office Ladies Where as honeymooners (understandably)
preference way below the rest of the groups that responded. Most Japanese
honeymooners prefer and participate in more sophisticated and glamorous
activities than camping in a remote or isolated place. They would like to do things
that are not' far from the madding crowd '.Although most Japanese have some
conception about camping, very few have the experience of camping as it is
known in Australia. This may be the reason as to the rank given by therespondents
which is away from the main preferences.

Visiting a farm is one of the obvious desire of the Japanese visitor perhaps an
-

underlying push factor to see the real life situation or living of the Australians. In
any country the real life or living is far flung from the hustle and bustle of the
metro cities, towns and industrial centers. These inner or interior places in any
country represent the heart and soul of a nation. The tradition and cultural history
of Japan has very strong foundations for its roots. The whole scenario changed
after the second World War. Many Japanese miss the serenity and peace of the
rural parts of their country.
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Marine sports was clearly the outstanding choice about eighty one percent of
-

respondents selecting this activity with a rank in between 1 to 3. For fifty six
percent of them it is the first preferred activity. This reflects the changes in the
attitudes & destination choices of the Japanese visitors especially the younger
generation showing keen interest in scuba diving, surfing and water skiing, though
some of the others expressed interest in swimming and snorkeling. This is the
growing trend in the Japanese visitors, as more and more of younger age bracket
having their perceptions & attitudes changed from the traditional to more modern
and adventurous activity as FIT's.

For the past few years Australia has been riding a wave of popularity in Japan as a
holiday destination. But this enthusiasm and choice of destination can very easily
turned off and can affect the image of the destination and also can effect the
choice of destination if the experiences of the holiday falls below the expectations.
Every nationality has its own cultural and traditional influence especially in
behavior as a guest in a foreign land. Japanese are no exception.

Negative images brought back by image travelers circulate very fast by word of
mouth and the damage that can cause to a destination will be very extensive than
one could visualize or for that matter imagine the consequences. The human
psyche tend to remember and pass on adverse experiences or occurrences more
vividly than the good & pleasant. In the Japanese case whatever the sub-sector or
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market segment, bad feedback will undoubtedly have a rapid and devastating
effect.

Because of the cultural backgrounds Japanese visitors may not complain on any
thing during their holiday in Australia, which does not imply that they have
enjoyed their stay overseas. This is one of those misconceptions many would
believe that the visitors had a nice time and nothing to complain about.
Unfortunately this would not be the case. Many overseas visitors go back home
and complain to their travel agents and the damage spreads through the word of
mouth.

In the survey conducted by BTR, the Japanese visitors responded with a generally
favorable impression on Australia with positive experiences during the holiday.
Despite the majority of the respondents giving a rating score between 7 10 (out
-

of 10- 10 being excellent) there are responses of about 44% saying nothing on
their dislikes about their visit to Australia. Most complaints from survey
responded related to the food, shopping, degree of perceived Japanisation of
Australian locations and weather conditions. Some respondents experienced
unfortunate incidences of racial prejudice in Sydney and on the Gold Coast.

Food -The most common compliant related to large servings of meal which is
embarrassing to Japanese as guests do not leave a meal unfinished according to
their tradition. Though some of them preferred to try local food while they were
here. Some did not like the taste of the food. The high quality of seafood and fresh
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fruit and vegetables drew appreciation from many of the visitors. Lack of plain
drinking water with the meals was another complaint (it is customary in
providing plain drinking water in restaurants along with meals in most Asian
countries, Japan is not an exception). The western style of eating meals with soft
drinks like Coke etc. or alcoholic drinks is not one of the routines along with
meals.

Shopping is one of the most important and integral part of any traveler on holiday
or overseas. Visitors like to do shopping in a leisurely way, find brand names and
carrying back to home many gifts and souvenirs to friends and relatives.The
purchase of appropriate gifts called omiyage, is a Japanese tradition and cultural
-

obligation which often carries a high priority than sightseeing or recreation .The
most popular or interesting items in addition to the general shopping, items
representing the natural environment and indigenous arts and craft..

In Australia for Japanese the items of interest are the Opals, Kangaroo and sheep
hides, toy koalas. For them the authenticity of Australian products and souvenirs
is extremely important (they do not want to buy "Australian products" made in
Korea, China or Taiwan as one would see these days most of the popular
Australian souvenirs like koalas, boomerangs made in these countries)

6D

According to the report24 Visitors from Asia and to a lesser extent USA have felt
-

most strongly that they would not recommend Australia to others as a' a good
place to shop'(IVS 1988, supplementary inquiries about shopping). The 1988 IVS
revealed that satisfaction with the range of goods, availability of Australian made
goods and arrangement of goods showed a marked variation between visitors from
different regions and countries. The most significant finding was that Australian
tourism shopping in general is not geared to the needs of Japanese and other Asian
visitors. International visitor and tourist shopping surveys have highlighted other
areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction of Japanese visitors. Japanese tourists
were the least satisfied among international visitors questioned about the range of
goods available in shops they had visited.

The Japan travel bureau in Sydney has reported that the majority of Japanese
visitors stated that their choice of shop depended on the following factors:

*

Good quality customer approach and courtesy

*

Flexible opening hours

*

Range of merchandise

*

Ability to shop in native language

*

After sales service

24

Department of the Arts, Sport, the Envrionment, Tourism and Territories, 1990 Tourism shopping in
the nineties", Report of the tourism shopping implementation committee, AGPS, Canberra
"

Eli

Acceptance of Japanese currency
Clear labeling and pricing.
The Japanese are known to be interested in buying designer label and brand name
goods in the stores they visit on holiday, which shows the demand for Australian
quality goods.

One of the major complaints on shopping is the trading hours of the businesses in
Australia. Not many traders do seven days a week or extended hours in most
states. Most cities in Asia have trading hours that suit the convenience of the
consumers and are open long hours and more days than in Australia. Even in
Australia these trading hours differ from state to state. Due to the short time most
Japanese tourist spend in Australia there is limited time available to shop because
most of their package tour itineraries are so tight and limited in time, organized
group tours have just one store per major destination.

Japan in Australia -One of the most common complaints was that of "Too many
other Japanese and Too much Japanese language" This is due to the novelty
.

surrounding the popularity of packaged tours to Australia. There is little scope for
changing the itineraries of these tours which are planned and arranged in Japan..
Part of the dissatisfaction relates to the congestion that is the end result of
packaged tours and time constrains related to it. However the complaint on the
language is due to the apparent high degree of visibility of Japanese language
signs in many places they visited.
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This complaint would be genuine for the simple reason they are on a holiday
hoping to visit an exotic place or a place that makes them to forget their familiar
surroundings ( of home). As for their comment "too many Japanese signs in some
locations spoil the feeling of being in Australia.

Weather- Lack of prior information on the weather conditions in Australia drew
quite a few comments. While the prevailing image of Australia is warm, sunny
and generally dry for most part of the year, the Japanese visitors encounter a
totally different weather after arrival which is due to the variations in the seasons
in these two countries.

Safety- Japanese believe theirs is one of the safest country in the world as far as
the street crime and most Japanese believe in general that Australia is the second
safest place. Generally they have never encountered any serious safety problems
during their stay in Australia, a few of them experienced racial slur, name calling
etc.

Japanese Used to attentive and high standards of presentation and service. The
reason for very few comments on the standards of service, perhaps may be they do
not expect their own standards met in this country. also another reason explained
in the survey was the number of younger age visitors from Japan, who represent
the change in the trend of Japanese cultures & tardiness. Had the respondents been
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more of the older generation Japanese there might be sufficient number of
complaints on the standard of service, the older Japanese are less flexible with
regard to service standards. Still some of the respondents experienced rudeness of
service at accommodations and at transport.

As a recognized marketing tool segmentation can assist in identifying the
preferences of various categories of visitors. In the case of Japanese tourism
although there is a complexity of types of visitors, categories are fairly identifiable
because of the relative homogeneity within Japanese society. The following data
compiled by NTTC on international visitors survey indicates the main reason for
their trip to Australia and Northern Territory. There will be variations in the data
figures compiled by various organizations. However these variations do not matter
as the main purpose of this study is to identify the Japanese perceptions and
attitudes relevant to Northern Territory and why they are skipping the territory.

NTTC International Visitor Survey for Japan
Summing weighted estimate of trips to
Australia
Year

In
transit

Convent
ion

Business

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

3489
1636
2548
929
800
0

548
2562
1192
925
473
2691

27185
28351
23571
22253
22344
27964

Accomp
Bus.visitor
0
21
870
0
179
0

VFR

Holiday

Employ

Education

Other
reason

6411
6185
6649
7238
8061
9622

279 176
394856
459673
553 899
588416
626 165

1116
2975
2398
1 806
666
462

4446
5660
5301
4908
2002
8818

13657
17371
8607
12907
18014
11319

Northern Territory.
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Year

In
transit

Convent
ion

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
429
41
0
32

Business

1 253
431
178
1079
35
2518

Accomp
Bus.visitor

VFR

0
0
0
0
0
0

410
0
132
21
0
216

Holiday

Employ

21 850
17098
20830
27959
34203
47326

0
60
90
211
0
41

Education

Other
reason

162
60
141
236
293
164

0
0
0
0
0
0

The above data indicates the various reasons of Japanese tourist visiting Australia
and Northern Territory. There three principal categories of visitors from the data
previously identified from the published data and information. The BTR survey
under reference has investigated preferences for natural holiday experiences
within a control group of average Japanese tourists on package tours. These three
visitor categories comprise the core of the Japanese visitors on holidays and
visiting Australia. Honeymooners, Office-ladies (young single woman, Silver-set (
retired travelers). Review of various literature identified a number of different
segments of Japanese visitors arriving in Australia. Information on the
characteristics of travelers necessary to allow such categorization and the
Japanese are grouped in to categories which identify the specific characteristics.
*

Holiday

*

Business

*

Repeater

*

First Time

*

Silvers (mature age and retired people)

*

Honeymooners
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*

Students

*

Groups (inclusive package travelers)

*

FIT (Fully independent travelers)

*

OL (Office ladies single young females)
-

The various categories and the general tendencies of the visitors were identified,
along with the characteristics of these segments in Japanese Tourism in
Australia25
Honeymooners
According to the International visitor survey done by BTR honeymooners are a
quarter of the market. 24 per cent share of Japanese tourist in Australia, against 7
per cent of Japanese overall who travel overseas on their honeymoon.
Honeymooners have short duration stays clustered around 6-7 nights which limits
their ability to engage in activities while here in Australia. Regardless the sex of
the group in which they left honeymooners travel as a couple. Honeymooners
have an interest in an individually tailored Australian Travel experience.. In
keeping with the short term itineraries they have a very limited travel pattern
centered around their place of stay. This pattern is similar to the overall average of
a Japanese tourist.

25

BTR Japanese Tourism in Australia, Part 2, The shifting Market, IVS, The Major Market, Japan 1991
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Generally the honeymooners have a short holiday clustered around 6-7 nights
which is similar to the general pattern of most of the Japanese holiday package
tours. Exotic places are chosen by couples with little overseas travel experience
indicative of their romantic strides and enthusiasm to indulge in and brag about
their honeymoon back at home. In Australia they travel as a couple irrespective of
the size of the group in which they left Japan. They have a high tendency to visit
zoos and wildlife sanctuaries and engage in marine based activities.

Package tours comprising two or more states( 68% of them visited at least two
states in 1991 and 62% in 1990) in Australia are much more significant for
honeymooners than for the average Japanese traveler. These states are
overwhelmingly New South Wales and Queensland. Perhaps the long standing
popularity of Sydney, GoldCoast, Rainforests in these areas along with marine
based activities in Japan maybe the contributing factor for the preference of these
destinations by honeymooners. The Hawaiian image of Australian beaches and the
activities surrounding them promoted by the Japanese travel agents could be a
decisive factor to the perception of the honeymooners Australia as a beach resort
-

destination and marine location for fun n frolic during a holiday..

In 1991 although 73% of the honeymooners arrived on a group package to
Australia, 26% of the remaining did not come as part of a group. This may be an
indication of travel trends to come out of them, which indicates a change in this
segment. The percentage of repeat travelers is negligible which can be quite
obvious for the simple reason, the married will be settling down after their initial
honeymoon.
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No of states visited

1

15

2

68

Zoo and wildlife sanctuaries

81

Gardens & Parks

33

Swimming surfing

45

Scuba diving snorkeling

26

Casinos

24

Golf

11

-

Honeymooners
-

Entertainment
Shopping in Sydney

1
93

Source: BTR, IVS, Major market report. Japan 1991

Office-ladies (young single woman)
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This is one of the growing area of the Japanese tourists visiting Australia. This
segment comprises of young single working women characterized by high
consumption patterns and a desire to travel to overseas destinations. This segment
has a high rate of disposable income and high propensity to travel. The main
motive for their visit through a holiday is to combine relaxation and shopping.
They fulfill their desire by visiting wildlife and are more active in marine based
activities.

They are interested in water sports, gourmet dining, shopping for fashion and
exploring old towns and castles. Their age is between 20-29 years. About 90
percent of them use "an all inclusive tour package" and like to have cheap
packages but good value for money and quality. Generally speaking Ols are not as
motivated by the star attractions on the Coast compared with other market
segments, preferring time to relax, shop, swim and eat. Some of their preferences
in choosing a destination:

*

Low cost as the most important reason for purchasing a package
tour

*

Want good hotel accommodation

*

Require a travel schedule that gives enough free time to explore the
destination

*

Want to buy products representative of the destination of visit
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*

Like to frequent restaurants which are used by the local people.

The survey reflected these preferences and activities during their stay in
Australia.

%
No of states visited

1

37

2

53

Zoo and wildlife sanctuaries

79

Gardens & Parks

47

Swimming surfing

42

Scuba diving snorkeling

24

Casinos

18

Golf

12

Entertainment

12

Shopping in Sydney

97

-

-

Office Ladies

Source: BTR, IVS, Major market report, Japan 1991
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Silver-set (Mature age and retired travelers)

This segment represents about 15 per cent of the Japanese arrivals in Australia.
People aged 50 and over make up about 20 per cent of the total population of
Japan, approximately to 42 million people. They are older, more traditional and
mostly male. Very few venture away from the place of their stay. Notably they are
on very short trips. Their stay is about two thirds of the average Japanese tourist
stay. Silvers tend to travel on group and their preference seems to be' see but
don't do' and are often accompanied by a friend.

The size of silvers groups tends to be larger than average allowing the use of a
guide from Japan. They are the most demanding of all the tourists due to their
preference and predisposition of high satisfaction levels and cultural background.
This segment of travelers is more inclined to the standard of service and
preferably personalized. From the activities table, silvers view tourist attractions
but are highly unlikely to engage in activities which require much physical
strength like sports, & outdoor activities of long duration. Relative to the average
Japanese spending or activities- their stay is shorter, visit only one state and spend
less.
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No of states visited

1

63

L

330

Zoo and wildlife sanctuaries

57

Gardens & Parks

34

Swimming surfing

-

Scuba diving snorkeling

-

-

-

Silvers
Casinos
Golf
Entertainment

Source: BTR, IVS,

6

-

1

Shopping in Sydney

92

Museums, Art galleries, historic sites

13

Major market report, Japan 1991
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FITs

This is the youngest group of Japanese travelers and about half of them are repeat
visitors. A fairly large proportion are students. Their preferred choice of
destinations differ from the traditional Japanese visitors, who tend to stay around
NSW and QId. These travelers seem to have different interests than the average
Japanese tourist. They travel unaccompanied and gather all relevant information
of their proposed destination before embarking on their travel. They are the
highest spenders for any segment of the Japanese visitors. This group reflects the
growing trend in the youth to be of independent and venturesome and breaking
away from the traditional culture reflecting the influence of the modern west.

FIT travelers seek to keep their expenditure on necessities Down but are quite
willing to spend for their experience. The student segment continues to be well
represented among FITs. About half of FITs visit only one state but a large
proportion visit a large number of states on their visit. They are much more likely
to visit states other than the average Japanese visits in Australia. Their choice of
destinations in South & Western Australia and Northern Territory is the changing
trend of young Japanese visitors who would like to have some adventure on their
own. They are less likely to visit the more popular and traditional choices of the
average Japanese visitors in Australia.

Iro

%
No of states visited

1

49

2

25

Zoo and wildlife sanctuaries

64

Gardens & Parks

50

Swimming surfing

40

Scuba diving snorkeling

19

FITs
-

-

Casinos

6

Golf

13

Entertainment

21

Shopping in Sydney

76

Museums, Art galleries, historic sites

28

Source: BTR, IVS, Major market report, Japan 1991

Students
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Students represent about ten per cent of Japanese visitors to Australia and mainly
females. This segment is more widely traveled than any other as result of
educational linkages. These are two discrete markets one is short term and the
-

other the long term stayers. They represent one of the highest spenders and lowest
in terms of using package tours. As they are relatively inexperienced, require
assurance of safety, and prefer good, clean, low cost accommodation.

The student groups consists from the lower secondary school to graduation tours.
Collectively the student market is growing rapidly in importance. Over 80 percent
of the students save money or earn money for their overseas trips through a part
time job. Parents assistance is another important factor who assist their children's
learning process.

School excursion market is noticeable in Japan, as many overseas trips are
undertaken by students visiting countries like USA, Korea, Hong Kong, China
and Singapore (the popular choices of students). The typical tour of a high school
is 2-3 weeks during summer holidays ( July- September). Over 50 percent of high
school students are accompanied most frequently by their parents and in the case
of university students by their friends.

The tourism industry considers the potential and growth would be very high in the
years to come as more and more students clamor to become exposed to
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international experiences. The pattern of students overseas visits seem to increase
from 2-3 weeks to a month and choice of destinations and the preferences vary,
though USA and Europe are the preferred destinations. Another push factor for
students overseas trips is the Japanese Government's hope to have 100,000
students abroad by the year 2000. The majority trips are self funded, though
twelve per cent receive some sort of scholarships or benefits from the
Government.

Many students come to Australia on a working holiday visa under reciprocal
arrangement between the two Governments. In terms of gender- there are more
female students (55%) than male (45%). The trend is likely to continue and the
industry hopes these female students are tomorrow's Office Ladies. The spread of
the students visiting 1 to 4 states is more or less even. However Canberra and
Melbourne seem to have a special appeal within the student segment due to their
academic interests.
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No of states visited

1-4

Zoo and wildlife sanctuaries

82

Gardens & Parks

49

Swimming surfing

54

Scuba diving snorkeling

16

Casinos

20

-

-

Golf

Students

25

9

Entertainment

19

Shopping in Sydney

86

Museums, Art galleries, historic sites

29

Source: BTR, IVS, Major market report, Japan 1991

Nil

Group Travelers

According to Japan Travel Bureau the proportion of Japanese tourists traveling
abroad using an inclusive package continues to decline. However about 70 percent
of Japanese travelers visiting Australia do use a group inclusive tour. Group travel
is distinguished by tight packages and itineraries averaging five nights in
Australia with most staying between five and seven nights. Group travelers
segment is very complex. Majority of the group tour packages are for holiday
purpose and may include FITs, Students, Office Ladies, Silvers etc.

These group tour packages are comparatively high in cost due to the tour cost
which includes accommodation, meals and sight seeing costs. All these amenities
are pre-planned and prepackaged in to the cost of the package tour which can be
called as totally organized tours i.e. the tour

'

time table

'-

even the shopping

places and times are pre determined due to the tight schedule of he holiday
package.
As more and more Japanese are visiting overseas, the traditional Japanese traveler
is becoming aware of the options of tourist packages and in fact becoming more
price sensitive. The popularity of the second brand package tours is quite obvious
for the Japanese wholesalers. Though d the decline of first brand from
traditionally strong Tokyo market is apparent but is not in other areas such as
Nagoya, Osaka and Fukuoka., tours from these places are increasing to Australia.
Despite the growing popularity of second brand tours among the honeymooners,
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these packages are offered mostly in Tokyo (which is a trend setter for the rest of
cities in Japan)
One other important group travel or tour called dantai tour or arranged one-shot
group. In some quarters it is broadly referred to as incentive travel. Dantai tours
include media tours, packages which are advertised in the press and are not sold
by catalogue, technical visits, survey missions, educational tours and special
interest groups. The incentive portion of dantai tours includes business related
incentive to customers.
The traditional package tour is a serious tour with pre-planned tours by the travel
agents(wholesalers) with almost every thing on the tour is pre-determined i.e. the
hotel of stay, the places they visit and the duration, the meals they eat, the
shopping areas that will be covered during their visit. The main age group 15-29
years forms almost 50% of the group. Between 30-49 (20%) and about 15% each
for groups with the range of age between 40-49 and 50 and above. Travelers in the
group having Clerical profession (3 5%) and Executive (18%) form the major
portion of the visitors and the remaining spread over various professions, students
and pensioners.
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No of states visited

1

30

2

55

3

14

Zoo and wildlife sanctuaries

76

Gardens & Parks

40

Swimming surfing

32

Scuba diving snorkeling

13

Casinos

23

Golf

13

Group Travelers

-

-

Entertainment

5

Shopping in Sydney

94

Museums, Art galleries, historic sites

19

Source: BTR, IVS, Major market report, Japan 1991

Business travel accounts for less than five per cent of the total Japanese visitors to
Australia. Half of all visitors come from Tokyo area. New South Wales receives
84% of all business traveler. About fifty per cent of all the business travelers visit
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Queensland and 30% Melbourne. Usually they spend an average of six nights in
Australia. The trend of business travelers using group tours is increasing

First time visitors represent around three quarters of all Japanese visitors to
Australia. Most of them visiting on a holiday package tour. Over half of first time
visitors are less than 30 years of age. Three quarters used a group inclusive tour.
Group tours comprising 6-10 people in the party and large groups of 20-39 people
were the two most significant group sizes. Of the three principal states visited
New South Wales accounts for 82% followed by Queensland 74% and Victoria
23%. Most of them visit Zoos and wildlife sanctuaries during their stay and main
shopping done in Sydney.

From the characteristics of the above categories apart from Business and student
segment the rest of them can be categorized in to one main group under"
Holiday". Though the tourism industry has created another segment called"
Visiting friends and relatives it does not stand out as an exclusive group of
"

overseas travelers. Because the number of people visiting friends and relatives
and their number will be very few and far in between. How many overseas visitors
can truly be identified under this category? Most of overseas visitors who are on a
holiday- would include visiting friends and relatives as one of the activities along
with sightseeing, shopping and relaxation. visiting friends and relatives is an
integral part of a holiday.

8. RELEVANCE TO NT

HE

All these perceptions and attitudes of the Japanese have an absolute relevance and
of greater significance to Northern Territory. In essence they may have total
relevance, but the visitor numbers do not substantiate these perceptions. There are
many reasons and explanations for these small numbers relative to the visits by
the Japanese and certain advantages of other states over Northern Territory. There
are two most important factors contributing to this situation: (1) Geographical
location of Northern Territory and (2) The Japanese travel agents or wholesalers.
These crucial factors influence and relevance are examined in the next chapter
covering the aspects of marketing strategies.

Chapter six and seven revealed the perceptions and attitudes of Japanese tourists
both domestic and overseas. The various studies identified the motivational
aspects of push (desire) and pull ( destination attractions) of the various groups
of the visitors. The principle factors underlying the above "abundant natural and
scenic beauty, plenty of sunshine, clean beaches; countries with an abundance of
modern culture and historical spots and crime free cities rich in culture and
history. Though these attitudes are changing in the younger generation of the
Japanese, the traditional & cultural attributes still continue to dominate the
Japanese overseas visitors.

The predominant image of Australia as a congestion free country of wide open
spaces, grand nature unique wild life, tropical rainforests is the main pull factors
,

for destination choice by the Japanese, in addition to the image of unspoiled
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natural beauty, abundance of natural scenery, spaciousness, friendly & hospitable
people these are the main attributes that will make the Japanese visit to Australia
according to Hashimoto referred to in BTR occasional paper No.9. The perceived
images of the states & territories of Australia, in the minds of the Japanese was
examined in chapter 7.

Northern Territory on its own has much in common to the overall perception of
the Japanese visitors. The relevance and significance of these attributes are as big
as the Ayer's Rock itself. Because natural environment was given as an important
factor influencing the choice of Australia as a holiday destination ( between 80

-

90% respondents chose natural environment as an attraction in their choice).

In the minds of the Japanese, Northern Territory has an image of the' outback'
territory of Australia. In 1994 there were 687 00026 Japanese visited Australia and
50 400 (7%) of them visited the following places in Northern Territory.

Total Number of visitors: 50 400

Places visited in Northern Territory
%

Ayers Rock

26

BTR IVS 1994

92

Alice Springs

43

Katherine Gorge

16

Litchfield park

13

Tennant Creek

13

Darwin

13

Kakadu National Park

7

Kings Canyon

5

Source: BTR JVS 1994

According to the Japanese visitors attitudinal survey of March 1989 conducted by
NTTC identified Ayers Rock as the most important feature and destination in the
Northern Territory among the Japanese interviewed.. Of the 316 people
interviewed 93% gave Ayers Rock was the reason to be in NT. This reflects the
historical tradition of Japanese of admiration and commune with nature.

Though the sample was very small and considering the possibility of a sampling
error due to small number, it is obvious from the places visited by the Japanese
truly reflects their perceptions and the choice of destinations visited by them.

Their admiration and reverence for hermits and ascetics (influence of Buddhism),
sacred obeisance and awe of scenery such as volcanoes, mountains, rivers, caves,

islands, rocks, trees and especially waterfalls are timeless, shared features of
Japanese culture and most imbued with Kami
(Gods. Sprits). The gigantic monolith is awe inspiring to most Japanese and it fits
into Japanese culture so well. Kakadu national park attracted significantly less
number of visitors.
This national park listed in World Heritage list, must be too big for the Japanese
to explore, given the proclivity of the Japanese not to explore or venture into
unknown on their own.
Despite the time difference between 1989 and 1994 the over all attitudes and
image of the destination seems unchanged. From the 1994 survey tabled above, it
is obvious from the places visited in Northern Territory- most Japanese prefer and
adhere to their cultural & traditional perceptions and attitudes which evolve
around their push factors for a holiday and the pull factors of destination choices

-

which substantiate their perceptions.

All the places visited by the Japanese in the territory are the most popular and
related to the perceived image of Australia in their minds Vast open spaces,
-

abundant natural and scenic beauly, plenty of sunshine, Wilderness and wildlife,
historical sites clean beaches and congestion free.
,

The following table provides some insight into the preferences of activities at the
destinations chosen in Australia. These percentages are consolidated from the
survey conducted by BTR on various segments of the visitors ( excludes business

['I']

segment). The percentages were from the responses from the select groups from
various segments. The individual segments were examined in chapter 7.

ACT! V!T!ES (%)

GT

NM

OL

SS

FIT

ST

Zoo and wildlfe sanctuaries

76

81

79

57

64

82

Gardens & Parks

40

33

47

34

50

49

Swimming surfing

32

45

42

-

40

54

Scuba diving snorkeling

13

26

24

-

19

16

Casinos

23

24

18

6

20

Golf

13

11

12

13

9

5

1

12

1

21

19

Shopping in Sydney

94

93

97

92

76

86

Museums, Art galleries, historic sites

19

-

-

13

28

29

-

-

Entertainment

g

6

-

GT, Group Travelers. NM: Honeymooners. OL: Office Ladies. SS:Silvers.
FIT: Fully independent Travelers. ST: Students.

Source: BTR JVS, major tnarket report, Japan, 1991
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There are other relevant factors like the short duration of their packaged holiday
tours which may be inhibiting the visitors to explore fully the potential or enjoy
the scenic beauties in the national park. There many other factors relevant- for
example the geographical location of these destinations (in addition to Northern
Territory itself) which does not give enough time for the visitors to explore. For
its size and location, Northern Territory is huge compared to destination choices
that can be covered in New South Wales and Queensland. Time is the essence of
their holiday (given an average of 6-7 days tour of the Japanese to Australia)

This does leave the question unanswered i.e. are the expectations or the
-

perceptions of the Japanese in terms of a desire to experience an essentially
natural environment Northern Territory in Australia being met? The implication
of these will be discussed in the next chapter.

9

MARKETING STRATEGIES
The Market
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ihe Japanese have the yen to travel and the hard currency to do so. The
remarkable thing about the yen is that in just two decades ago or so it has grown
so strong that the US Dollar is now worth about a quarter of the 360 yen exchange
in the early 1970s. This has changed the whole pattern of travel in and out of the
land of Rising Sun and the Japanese has come to capture the whole world's
attention. Asian countries are enjoying a boom in Japanese travel and prospects
are bright if they know how to tap the market. Tour prices out of Japan have also
fallen by 20 per cent or so making it value for money for the Japanese market to
travel anytime, anywhere. The Japanese are likely to continue to travel more
widely this year and those wanting to stay ahead of their competitors should
watch out for emerging trends. Research shows an increasing number of repeat
travelers, increase in family travel, FITs, Women in their 30s and 50s are now the
new" target group" 27

Hong Kong quick to spot trends has started targeting Japanese women travelers
and is puling out all the stops to lure office lade workers (OL) to visit. Singapore
does not want to lag behind or lose this lucrative market to other emerging Asian
markets. Destinations hoping to attract the Japanese must also realize how
sensitive the market is. Especially after the Cholera scare in Bali (Indonesia)
many Japanese are giving that destination a miss. Health is not the only issue,
safety is one of the paramount concerns of any international visitor/tourist.
As history tells the reason for dwindling number of American tourists to Middle
East and especially to Israel declined very much due to the dangers posed to their

27

PATA Travel News, February 1996: Viewpoint The Yen to travel. P4
-
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lives and anti American feelings in that part of the world. A case in point are the
recent spate of terrorist attacks on tourists in various parts of the world i.e. Egypt,
Burma, Thailand, Cambodia and India.
World Tourism Organization has forecast of tourist arrivals worldwide from five
major generating markets, 199020 1028. In that Japanese arrivals world over
would be as under:
1990

17.32 million

2000

34.65 million

2010

67.75 million

These forecasts for Japanese were affected by the Gulf War in 1992 and
Earthquake in Kobe and other economic factors in Japan. However the cover story
in PATA Travel news, February 1996

-

"

Outbound boom" Janet Ong reports
,

that in 1995 Japanese traveling abroad exceeded 15 million compared to 1994's
13.58 million and Japan Travel Bureau projected that 16.5 million will travel
overseas in 1996. The same article throws in some interesting highlights of this
market, which are relevant for Australian Tourism industry and the future
strategies, given the recent change in the trends of the Japanese overseas visitors
market.

28

Francois Vellas and Lionel Becherel, (1995)lnternational Tourism, Macmillan Press Ltd., Hampshire,
London, p340.
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The appreciation of the yen has favorably affected Japanese departures in 1995
which saw a 12.5 per cent increase over the previous year. The appreciating yen
also meant overseas shopping, dining and optional tours offered very good value.
Though the possibility of the prices of the package tours expected to rise slightly,
these will still be less than or two thirds of the prices of 1990. The strengthening
yen saw tour prices for 1994 drop by 20 per cent giving packages more value for
money. So far Asia remains the largest market for Japanese tourists taking in a
total of 6.02 million in 1994.

THE CHANGING TRENDS:
New fare structures introduced in 1994 to reduce confusion to consumers because
of large discrepancies between official and actual fares for package tours for
individuals, which has a favorable impact on FIT market ( as already observed in
the earlier chapters the growing number of FIT segment of Japanese traveler)
There appears to be an increase in

"

repeaters market and increase on travel by
"

women in their 20s and middle aged women, increase in family travel and
increase in FITs. Women only groups tours and packages providing for longer
term residence in a single city are expected to increase along with free-plan
package tours. Women in their 20s have made the largest market in the last 10
years growing from 670 000 in 1984 to 2.38 million in 1994.
Women in their 30s and SOs are the new target group for the travel industry as it
creates an influential market. Which was substantiated by the increase of tours by
women for shopping and sightseeing, when actually the number of business tours
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plummeted due to the affect of recession in Japan. Japan Travel bureau believes
the travel boom of women in 30s and 40s is due to the drop in prices last year.
Single people prefer to go to places places rarely visited by tourists to arrange
"

-

hotel transportation myself and to travel in small groups". This group contrary to
the average Japanese overseas visitor care less about quality, prestigious hotels,
prefer to eat at restaurants where locals eat and to value experiences at the travel
destination". This segment is restricted to young people who are willing to
-

venture out for some adventure while on a holiday in overseas. Generally the
amount spent on shopping tends to be higher for older people and women rather
than men.
The opening of Kansai airport in 1994 boosted the travel and the resultant trend
was stimulus for overseas travel demand in Western Japan. Growth in overseas
travel was far higher for departures from Kansai than it was for departures from
Tokyo.
An Opinion poll on leisure and travel (October 1994) conducted for the Prime
Minister's Office Public Relations Office revealed the following main
,

characteristics of the Japanese overseas visitors market.
WHAT THE JAPANESE WANT TO DO OVERSEAS

Activities:

Total %

Men %

Women %

63.0

59.8

65.8

Eat Exotic Foods
Shop

58.3

47.8

67.6

Visit historic sites
Museums, art galleries

53.0

52.2

53.7

I. See Beautiful
Natural Scenery

94

Relax and be
comfortable

23.1

23.8

22.6

Participate in
unique local events

16.0

14.4

17.4

Enjoy sports and
recreational activities

11.2

14.6

8.2

See performance and
events

10.7

11.0

10.5

Others: don't know

1.7

2.1

1.4.

Source: Prime Minister's Office PR Office. Opinion poll on Leisure and Travel 1994.
Multiple answers were permitted.
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The Japanese Overseas visitors can be grouped into three main groups. (1)
Holiday (2) Business (3) Students. The marketing strategies that should be aimed
at would be the Holiday group which is segmented into various categories as:
Office Ladies
FITs
VFR
Silvers
Group Travelers
HoneyMooners

Repeaters

As already identified the trend is increasing overseas travel mainly by in two
segments Office Ladies and FITs, although the Group travelers form the back
-

bone of the Japanese overseas visitors. It is essential to have a strategic marketing
plan and promotion to be targeted at the important segments with a short term
strategy The clear objective of this strategy is to develop and create a repeater
.

market in the long term, while exploiting the current trend of the visitors and
change in the traditional perceptions and attitudes of the Japanese overseas
visitors.

The product

In her book29. S.Dickman refers to- Geographically Australia's great age and
isolation offer the basis for many of the country's most popular and impressive
tourist attractions. Australia's unique wildlife and its spectacular range of flora are
the result of this isolated development and the unique landforms. 'The Australian
Adventure 'a glossy, coffee-table book on Australia aimed at international visitors

29

Sharon Dickrnan (1989), Tourism an introductory text, Tourism in Australia- an over view,p26 1, Edward
Arnold, Australia, A division of Headline Australia Pty Ltd, Rydalmere,NSW 2116
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says in its introduction- Australia is an adventurer's country. A vast continent
"

still barely explored, it stretches from close to the equator almost to the Antarctic.
It straddles several climatic zones and an extraordinary range of terrain; alpine
snow country, tropical rainforest and harsh red desert. Its wildlife is bizarre and
fascinating. And best of all it is almost empty, which is good news for the
adventurer.

Australia's distance from other major world centers is definitely a disadvantage.
The distance -pull factors indicated that the pull of an attraction must be strong
enough to persuade a potential traveler to undertake the journey, spend the money
and travel the required time to reach the attraction. Australia is a relatively
expensive destination for international visitors. Unlike other destination which
because of a convenient location can be included as a side trip.

Ironically Northern Territory is typically in a similar position. Geographically
isolated to the rest of the country. Being the top end of the country, it is in close
proximity to South East Asia, a tourist market of huge potential beyond year 2000
with a projected growth rate of 6.8% according to WTO and Japan would be the
superpower of tourism in this region. NT is well placed to benefit from that
growth along with rest of the country.
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NT is divided into two separate areas for the purpose of tourism and related
attractions. The top end consisting of Darwin as the Northern gateway to Asia and
the Central Australia. Both areas are distinct in their own right. The image of the
territory in the minds of the Japanese is one of

-

the outback country with natural

and scenic beauty, wildlife and open spaces.. See the appendix for the
geographical location of NT the picture gives an indication of the airline routes
-

to some of the existing major tourist attractions in South Asia, Australia, New
Zealand. The starting point for these locations is Japan.

Despite its geographical location to reach, the number of Japanese visitors has
shown continuous increase from From a modest 787 visitors (5%) in 1971 to 50
-

400 (7%) in 1994 of the total Japanese visitors to Australia. When one looks at
the picture ( see appendix) NT provides most of the requisite attractions for the
Japanese visitor. From the 1994 survey of BTR 92% of the visitors to NT visited
Ayers Rock with other places of attractions falling under 5% with the exception of
Kakadu National park which attracted around 7% of the total visitors. Of the top
20 regions visited by all the international visitors- Ayers Rock, Alice Springs and
Darwin were ranked at 9,10,11 respectively in 1993 & 1994.

No doubt that Ayers Rock is magnificent and awe inspiring for any one, for that
matter especially to the Japanese given the understanding of their perceptions,
traditions and culture to mother nature NT cannot survive with just one major
-

attraction. The novelty of it will have to wear out eventually (similar to the
phrase coined on the Castles and forts in UK- if you have seen one, you have seen
them all!). Another important and significant development is to watch new tourist
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attractions coming up in the South East Asian countries, most of them are as old
as Japan itself with great history of traditions, culture & heritage. Access to these
destinations is cheaper and attractive on many factors i.e. cost, time from Japan.

Assuming that a Japanese visitor decides to visit NT for a holiday- what are the
attractions for the visitor apart from Ayear's Rock?

Kakadu National Park is huge by any standards for the Japanese visitors.
Most Japanese excepting the new generation of young are not inclined to
explore. Though it fits into the image of scenic beauty and unspoiled
wonders of nature, most Japanese who visit NT do not have much time to
explore its full potential.

2

Katherine Gorge (Nitmiluk) which is actually a system of 13 gorges
separated by rapids Edith falls which are part of the gorge very popular
for swimming and the water holes.
Litchfield National Park and other national parks

4.

Tropical coast line especially the Gove peninsulas which could be
-

offered as unspoiled tropical sea coast for relaxation and related
marine activities.
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Islands like Tiwi, Melville can be promoted as places for Aboriginal
arts, culture in addition to marine based activities like surfing, swimming
and involve the visitors in the local culture of Aborigines.

Attractions in Darwin like the aviation heritage museum and
-

Casino, World War II sites, Crocodile Farm.

McDonnell Ranges, the aboriginal arts & culture and various
wildlife in central Australia.

Northern Territory does not have the "shopping" facilities as would Japanese
perceive on a holiday trip. The only alternative is to promote the Aboriginal arts
and artifacts as the original & genuine from the respective regions.

The Promotion
The following remarks and findings are taken from the report3° prepared by Mr.
J.J.Kennedy.
The current image of the NT is very much associated with Uluru and the Red
Center and to some extent neglects the incredible attractions and experiences

°

J.JKennedy, CBE, Chairman,Review the NT Tourist commission, Report prepared for the Chief
Minister, NT, June 1992
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available throughout the territory. An over emphasis on the center portrays the NT
as a hot, dry harsh desert, where as the top end image of a softer and more lush
environment would do much to balance this view and increase overall level of
visitation to the NT. It would also project the NT as an attractive place to invest as
Cairns has been able to do. As a tourist destination Darwin needs to produce a
critical mass of facilities including hotels, resorts, souvenir shops, restaurants,
theme parks and entertainment f for the mass tourist markets.(p65).

The NT through its advertising and promotion has created itself, in other states
and overseas a very narrow image of itself, as a harsh dry desert land, where only
adventurers and happy go lucky individuals dare travel, hopefully to live and tell
the tale, having survived the desert, the heat, the crocodiles, the snakes, the
dingos, the bush, the buffalo and even the camels. It is painted as macho country,
the last frontier constantly promoted in advertisements with pictures of fish heads,
camels in a red desert, aboriginal paintings and rugged landscapes and rocks.
Certainly there are beautiful images of Kakadu, Katherine Gorge and Ayers
Rock...

After the Kennedy report there were major changes to the NTTC operations and
objectives. If the subsequent results are of any indication, the improvement is seen
significantly. The chairman of the report Mr.Kennedy might have made these
remarks in a broader perspective on the role of NTTC and tourism development,
this negative image promoted is the most positive promotion that can be aimed at
the younger generation of Japanese and the FITs. As explained in' The changing
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trends' any marketing promotion is to be aimed at the segments that have shown
the trend in increasing numbers.

Chapter 7 provided the significant characteristics of these segments based on the
survey by BTR as to their activities in Australia during their holiday. As every
one noticed these change in trends an integrated marketing promotion is to be
undertaken that is relevant to NT. However such specific strategies might have to
be discussed with Australian Tourist Commission which is now responsible to
promote Australia as a whole to the various market segments. Indeed it will be a
very difficult task to impress ATC to embark a specialized promotion exclusively
for NT as their responsibility is take care of the interests of all states & territories
equitably.

S.Dickman who worked as an Ansett executive in Australia and overseas for over
25 years praised ATC in her book" Tourism in Australia "- her image of the ATC

was one of efficiency, expertise and leadership. Backed by the latest tracking
studies which show that Australia is first or second for desire in seven of our key
markets and in strong positions in the rest(p264). However she suggests ATC
might have to change and needs to become even more business oriented and may
have to do more work in product development and distribution.

The promotion of the product to various targeted market segments and the market
mix is very essential in the tourism trade. Information that is vital to stimulate the
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push factors of the tourist ( desires ) that would play the key role in the choice of
the destination or the pull factors.

The decision to chose the proper medium of information whether the print or
electronic media depends on the characteristics of the market segment. In the case
of Japanese overseas visitors Television has wider appeal to the Japanese For
-

.

example Television has a mass appeal that is unparalleled and would generate
more interest from most of the market segments. The glossy magazines would
suit the Office Ladies, where as detailed information of the destination and the
possible choices of adventure would interest FIT. One has to remember the
Japanese visitor these days knows more about the destinations and choices than
say five years ago( perhaps the travel bragging and word of mouth may be the
reason) Which one is more effective is to be decided by ATC.
.

This is exactly the point every one would like ATC to do and NT would be more
interested as the future of tourism for NT and for that matter to Australia is
dependent on the pacific rim. Fortunately NT is in the forefront or as it is called
now as Northern Gateway to Asia and Australia.

ATC has to focus its marketing and emphasize the strategies for the Japanese
market and various segments with NT in mind. The development of
supplementary & secondary markets other than the Tokyo region should be of
priority, though the only direct flight to Darwin is by Qantas, which runs once a
week. The tourist outflow from Western Japan has already taken off and necessary
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strategies for direct flights from the secondary markets to Darwin should be
pursued. The air departures from Japan by port in 1992: All airports listed have
scheduled services to Australia:
Airport

Share

Narita ( Tokyo)

60

Osaka

17

Nagoya

10

Fukuoka

6

All others

7

%

COSTS-TIME

The new fare structures introduced in 1994 eliminated the confusion between
Official and actual fares for travel overseas by the Japanese For most Japanese
.

the overseas holiday is very short in length ( most averaging about 6-7 nights).
With travel no longer as expensive, overseas travel has become more common
place. The costs of tours whether it is individually set or organized package tours
have come down relative to the earlier years.
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However time is the principal factor for Japanese overseas visitors along with
many other factors in the choice of destination and the popularity of it. For
example the following flight times (source BTR survey, Japan 1991) between
Japan and the destination gives a fair picture of why it is so important.

Seoul

2 hr. 10 mins

Taiwan

3 hr. 15 mins

Hong Kong

4 hr. 15 mins

Hawaii

7 hr. 10 mins

Australia

7 hr. 15 mins

Thailand

6 hr. 05 mins

Singapore

6 hr. 40 mins

Darwin

7 hr. 15 mins

CURRENT STRATEGIES OF NTTC FOR 1995/96
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A brief look at some of the highlights of the international marketing plan 1995/96
of NTTC3' for Japan:

The Australian Tourist Commission is still very bullish about the potential for
growth from Japanese market despite the slow down in growth over the past two
years. The Japanese travel industry has recently been critical of the conservative
nature of the Australian product. The

The market has changed considerably from the days of larger group tours and
nowadays small group, FIT, unstructured and family holidays are rapidly
increasing in popularity.

The NT needs to solve accommodation shortages in Kakadu and Ayers Rock

1

Continue to position NT as the home of" big nature and develop
"

packages which match consumer needs

131

2.

Despite the move to FIT or non-group and unstructured travel, Continue

to

focus on the primary efforts on the Japan wholesale networks.

NTTC (August 1995) International Marketing Plan 1995/1996
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Target segments include the Traditional Honeymoon, Young Office
Ladies and to a lesser extent Silvers. Emerging independent traveler
largely made up of Young families and adventurous independent
travelers added to the target segments

Charter program route carriers Qantas, JAL to provide a major stimulus
-

to

developing visitation from non-established regional markets.

Goal: To establish NT as Australia's No. 1 nature based holiday
destination.

Strategies:
Develop fulfillment materials which reflect our positioning.
Advertising and promotion material to reflect position
Replace the concept of Outback with "Big Nature"
Conduct theme seminars in primary markets trade
-

Utilize known icons and continue to develop products of other
regions
<>

Direct commitment to our marketing strategies
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<>

Direct promotion to growing FIT segment
Access new and emerging market segments
Develop strategic advertising and promotion programs

<>

Increase the number of media and trade famils
Develop internet site, CD ROM brochures
Encourage camping packages to Kakadu and Ayers Rock

<>

Work with TAC in the promotion of increased air services to NT,
Encourage charter services to NT in particular to Alice Springs.
Increase the number of wholesalers carrying NT product
Distribute and make available images of NT
and information to wholesalers.

CONCLUSIONS:
In all fairness to NTTC, one should compliment the positive marketing strategies
aimed at the Japanese market and the various segments.Despite the draw backs
which are far too many to tackle- like the geographical location, very few
attractions to the Japanese visitors relative to the rest of the country the
,

strategies are a bold effort to meet the changing trend of the Japanese market.
The implementation of the plan is very onerous given the hard facts of
Japanese markets dominated by the wholesalers.

How far these plans would be successful depends to a large extent the role played
by ATC in promoting Northern Territory to the Japanese market and the
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emerging changes in the individual segments. For all practical purposes NT is at
the mercy of ATC for promoting the product and the Japanese wholesalers who
control literally the outbound travel from Japan. The FITs market would
eventually force the wholesalers to change the pricing and package of tours and
that time is not far off.

Our close neighbors, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand are our biggest
competetors in the near future. Hong Kong is already one of the favourite
destination for a vriety of reasons important being the shorthaul and shopping.
Thailand is gearing up to have a slice of the emerging FITs, Ols' and Group
travellers. It has culture, tradition, nature, history economical and value for
money. All the requisites the current Japanese visitor segements looking for.These
three destinations account for almost three million Japanese visitors last year and
expected to grow.

On it's own NT cannot attract this many visitors and beat its competetors. As
they say if you cannot beat them join them. The current marketing strategies of
-

NTTC appear to be of short term goals. Yet it is a begining which will see long
term benefits and results to the number of Japanese visitors to NT.. Some of its
strategies need to focus on the FITs and Ols segment. Whether to have a focussed
differentiation or differentiated focus on these segements, depends on the costs
involved and the long term benefits. Its up to the marketing experts of NTTC to
decide. The following are some suggestions worth pursuing or perceiving in order
to tap the growing FITs and Ols.
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Distribute a 15 or 20 minite Video covering the important attractions of
"big-nature "to explore or visit in NT toselected Libraries of Colleges,
Universities and Student clubs, Video stores and womens associations.

Evaluate strategies in conjunction with Department of Sports and
Recreation to promote Arafura games or promote invitational tournernents
or matches at the top end. Choices of activities Womens Hockey,
-

Basket Ball. Invite Japan's national team to play matches at the top
end.

Explore the possibility of special packages or charter tours with Airlines
to include Singapore or Hong Kong or Bangcok in the return journey from
NT
(a week of exploring & relaxing in the Big nature and a day stop over for
shopping in those cities. Shopping in Darwin is very limited for over seas
visitors, apart from the original aboriginal arts)

Although the purpose of this research is not to recommend the strategies, the
above suggestions are made in tune with the changing trends of Japanese visitor
segments and the choice of their destinations.The impact of these may not create
immediate inflow of Japanese visitors. Yet targetting specific segments, which are
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emerging and sure to catch on would be a sensible strategy in a way represents the
most common terminology- divide and rule.

As more and more destinations are entering the declining phase" after the initial
"

boom & maturity stage (like Gold Coast) it's time for NT to promote its
-

product in totality instead of banking on one rock i.e Ayer's Rock, which may
-

enter a stage simlar stage like Gold Coast. However the future is not that bleak as
far as the Japanese visitors are concerned. Over the years hardly less then seven
percent of the total visitors to Australia have visted NT. There is room and
opportunities for NT to attract substantially large number of Japanese visitors in
the very near
future (if the increasing numbers to NT are of any indication).

ill
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GLOSSARY
ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

AGPS

Australian Government Publishing Service

ATC

Australian Tourist Commission

BTR

Bureau Of Tourism Research

FIT

Fully independent travelers

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GT

Group Travelers

HM

Honeymooners

IVS

International visitor survey

JAL

Japan Airlines
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JTB

Japan Travel Bureau

NSW

New South Wales

NT

Northern Territory

NTTC

Northern Territory Tourist Commission

OL

Office Ladies

PATA

Pacific Asia Travel Association

QLD

Queensland

SA

South Australia

SS

Silverset

ST

Students

TAC

Territory Aviation Committee

USTTA

United States Travel & Torusin Agency

VFR

Visiting friends and relatives

VIC

Victoria

WA

Western Austrralia

WTO

World Tourism Organization
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